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SUMMARY
In this dissertation, we develop novel physical layer techniques for the purpose of in-
creased range and increased data rates in modern wireless networks. All of these tech-
niques utilize at least one distributed or virtual array, which is a collection of distinct radios
or devices that collaborate in the physical layer or waveform domain in terms of synchro-
nization and modulation. In some cases, there is a distributed array at one or both ends
of a multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) link, thereby forming a distributed MIMO link. All
techniques are demonstrated using software defined radio (SDR). We consider both orthog-
onal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)-based wideband transmission and minimum
shift keying (MSK) narrowband modulation. The targeted wireless applications include lo-
cal area networks, sensor networks, low power wide area (LPWA) networks, and ad-hoc
networks.
The main contributions of this dissertation are as follows. Novel synchronization strate-
gies that provide diversity gain and robustness against interference in range extension sce-
narios have been created for the distributed MIMO system. Additionally, novel methods of
time division cooperative transmission (TDCT) with diversity gain and multi-user MIMO
with amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying for array gain are implemented and demonstrated
on SDRs for the purpose of range extension. Moreover, “capture and successive inter-
ference cancellation” (C&S) and “network MIMO” (NMIMO) are combined to create a
novel on-demand form of NMIMO, which can lower cost in LPWA applications, and the
corresponding functionalities are tested on SDRs. Lastly, a hybrid method of selective
application of nonlinear precoding (NLP) on top of interference alignment (IA) beams
over multi-user, multi-access point MIMO networks has been proposed for the purpose of
more efficient interference cancellation. We modify the conventional MMSE IA algorithm
by minimizing the interference among selected paths but ignore the interference among
the other paths, leading to faster convergence. Then, we apply the Tomlinson-Harashima
xvi
precoding (THP) on top of selected IA beams with the purpose of handling the ignored
interference. In addition, we repeat the modified IA with random initializations in order to
maximize the sum capacity and reduce the BER performance difference among users. Sum
capacity appears to converge with number of repetitions. The Tomlinson-Harashima NLP




Multi-input multi-output (MIMO) is well known to improve the throughput and reliability
of wireless links [1], and has thus become an essential element for wireless communication
standards, such as IEEE 802.11(Wi-Fi) [2], Long Term Evolution (4G) [3], and WiMAX
[4]. However, the conventional MIMO techniques have scalability challenges as networks
become more dense. The proliferation of both devices and access points (APs) leads to a
high level of co-channel interference in dense deployments [5, 6].
The densification problem is also present in the low power wide area (LPWA) applica-
tions, including product/customer/asset tracking and monitoring of pollution, traffic, park-
ing availability, livestock, wildlife, pest traps, refuse volume, and growing conditions in
agriculture, as well as early warning indicators of geological disasters, hazardous chemi-
cals, and flooding [7, 8, 9]. These sensor based wireless applications require a significant
high-coverage, low-bandwidth, low-cost per connection, and years-long battery life, but
these applications are not supported by the existing energy hungry and expensive wireless
networks, such as cellular, WiFi, or Zigbee networks.
We contend that the distributed array is an effective solution to overcome physical lim-
itations while exploiting conventional spatial diversity through cooperative communica-
tions. The distributed array is a collection of distinct radios or devices that collaborate
in the physical layer or waveform domain in terms of synchronization and modulation. In
some cases, there is a distributed array at one or both ends of a MIMO link, thereby forming
a distributed MIMO link.
The objective of this dissertation is to develop the physical layer distributed array ap-
proaches by taking advantage of the cooperation of communications across multiple de-
vices and the availability of software defined radio (SDR) technologies for both OFDM-
1
based wideband transmission and minimum shift keying (MSK) low data rate transmission.
1.1 Organization and Main Contributions
In Chapter 2, the origin and history of the problem are presented in great detail. We re-
view the related works in the literature and industry, and make common definitions and
assumptions. In addition, the challenges and issues for the existing methods are discussed.
According to the topology of the wireless system we have studied, the proposed tech-
niques are concisely divided into four chapters in this dissertation.
In Chapters 3 and 4, we study the distributed array schemes for the ad-hoc network,
where there is no pre-existing infrastructure and all radios are equipped with single an-
tenna. We exploit distributed array and diversity gains for both reliability and data rate to
support OFDM based wideband transmission. In Chapter 3, we focus on Time Division
Cooperative Transmission (TDCT) to increase the reliability between a source and desti-
nation through the help of relay cluster in the middle that cooperates in orthogonal time
slots. In Chapter 4, we study a two-hop multi-user multiple-input-multiple-output (MU-
MIMO) system with amplify-and-forward (AF) relays. The corresponding contributions
are: 1) a novel method of time and frequency synchronization for OFDM-based TDCT
that achieves diversity gain for range extension application; 2) a novel packet design for
MU-MIMO with AF; and 3) a demonstration of the packet error rate (PER) performance
for both TDCT and MU-MIMO and in a realistic indoor environment with a commercial
software radio platform, using OFDM.
In Chapter 5, we provide a physical (PHY) layer solution considering the coordination
among gateways in the wireless sensor network to support low data rate Internet of Things
(IoT) applications. The corresponding contributions are: 1) an on-demand network MIMO
scheme to achieve dynamic packet decoding from transmit-only sensors; 2) a data-aided
(DA) synchronization algorithm for minimum-shift keying (MSK) transmission which is
interference insensitive; 3) an analysis of the practical residual error of interference cancel-
2
lation (IC) for MSK packets, considering realistic synchronization. The analysis is verified
through the measurement on the SDR testbed.
In Chapter 6, we address the application of distributed arrays to boost the capacity for
the downlink transmission of multi-user, multi-access point MIMO networks. The corre-
sponding contributions are: 1) a hybrid method combining nonlinear precoding (NLP) and
interference alignment (IA), which selectively applies NLP on top of IA beams to achieve
lower computation complexity and better BER performance compared with the IA-only
scheme. 2) demonstrate the NLP in a realistic indoor environment.
The SDR testbed we use is described in Appendix A.
3
CHAPTER 2
ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM
In this chapter, we review the related works in the literature and industry, and make com-
mon definitions and assumptions. In Section 2.1, we summarize the different performance
gains of classic arrays. In Section 2.2, popular distributed array (DA) schemes that con-
sider the coordinations among distinct radios for a variety wireless networks are reviewed.
According to the objectives of exploiting the distributed spatial gains, we review the exist-
ing DA schemes in two categories: DA for reliability and DA for data rate. In addition, the
existing works about interference suppression that support co-channel packets transmission
to maximize network capacity has been reviewed in Section 2.3. Lastly, in Section 2.4, we
overview the state-of-the-art of packet synchronization algorithms for OFDM based wide-
band transmission and MSK based narrowband transmission. Meanwhile, the challenges
of the synchronization problem for distributed arrays are stated.
2.1 Classic Arrays
The classic array in which multiple antennas are co-located in a single device, has been
widely adopted in a variety of wireless communication systems, such as IEEE 802.11(Wi-
Fi) [2], Long Term Evolution (4G) [3], and WiMAX [4], to improve the spectral efficiency
and the reliability.
(a) Transmit/Receive array (b) Point-to-point MIMO
Figure 2.1: Different categories of Classic arrays.
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In terms of the physical location of the array, classic arrays can be broadly classified
into three categories as illustrated in Fig.2.1. When only the transmitter is equipped with
multiple antennas, it is also known as multiple input and single output (MISO). For this cat-
egory, with the channel state information available at TX side (CSIT); the antenna array can
be used to perform coherent beamforming; otherwise a spatial time block coding (STBC)
scheme can be used to achieve transmit diversity [10]. Similarly, when the antenna array
is located only at the RX side, the link is called single input and multiple output (SIMO).
Algorithms, such as maximal ratio combining (MRC) or minimum mean squared error
(MMSE), are widely considered to achieve the receive diversity. Lastly, when both TX and
RX are equipped with multiple antennas, it is the well-known point-to-point MIMO, which
exploits both spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing gains through the MIMO link.
2.1.1 Spatial gains
The performance improvement resulting from classic arrays generally falls into three cate-
gories: spatial multiplexing (SM) gain, diversity gain, and array gain [11].
SM gain. SM gain is the factor increase in achievable data rate, relative to a link with
single-antenna radios, equal to min(N,M ), where N and M are the numbers of transmit
and receive antennas, respectively, in a MIMO link [12]. Unlike spreading or higher-order
modulations, SM gain comes with no net increase in power or bandwidth at the transmitters.
The main challenge to achieving spatial multiplexing gain is data separation, that is extract-
ing the parallel data streams which occupy the same time and frequency resources. Data
separation can be classified based on where the processing is done. When it is done on the
receiver side, we refer to it as interference cancellation or suppression. A receiver spatial
filter, commonly referred to as a beamformer, computed from channel state information
(CSI). The minimum mean squared error (MMSE) beamformer [13] or the zero-forcing
(ZF) beamformer [14], is applied on the received signal vector to cancel out the co-channel
interference. It is well known that zero-forcing beamforming enhances the noise power and
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hence has poor power efficiency. This disadvantage can be overcome by some nonlinear
schemes, such as spatial decision-feedback equalization (DFE) [15]. However, DFE suffers
from error propagation.
Instead of separating the components of the transmitted vector at the receiver side, the
data separation also can be done at the transmitter side by the means of precoding, given the
channel state information (CSI) is available [16, 17] through feedback. Unfortunately, lin-
ear precoding tends to require a high peak-to-average ratio (PAR) and the saturation limits
of practical power amplifiers require a backoff. This backoff is equal to a power loss which
is the loss in the average transmit power with respect to (w.r.t) the case without precoding;
Non-linear MIMO precoding can cause less power loss [18, 19] at the transmitter side.
The most popular one is Tomlinson-Harashima Precoding (THP) [20]. THP eliminates the
interference by sequentially pre-subtracting the interfering symbols at the transmitter. It
is well known that THP incurs a small SNR penalty relative to a SISO link. This hap-
pens because the modulo operation in the transmitter expands the constellation slightly and
because the receive constellation before the modulo operation has many more points than
the original transmit constellation (before modulo), thereby creating more opportunities for
symbol detection error. Several modifications to THP have been proposed in the literature
to address the power loss issue [21, 22, 23].
Diversity gain. Diversity gain denotes the improvement in link reliability by receiv-
ing replicas of the source signal through multiple independent single-input single-output
(SISO) fading channels. With an increasing number of independently fading copies, the
probability that at least one of the signals is not experiencing a deep fade increases, thereby
improving the quality of reception. Packets with diversity gain may not need forward error
correction (FEC). With at least two antennas, a reduction of 10 dB or more in the extra
transmit power, or fade margin, is possible compared with single-antenna receiver.
Among all transmit diversity gain schemes, the most prominent are space-time codes
(STC) [24, 25], in which the individual signal streams from each transmit antenna are
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jointly encoded.
Array gain. Array gain is the improvement in link quality measured by the increase in
average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a single source stream. Array gain results when the
desired signal parts in each receive array element are combined coherently but the noise and
interference are not. Array gain can be had in non-fading or fading environments, where as
diversity gain is available only in fading environments. The receive array with M antennas
can provide an array gain of 10logM .
2.2 Distributed Arrays (DAs)
When a collection of distinct radios or devices collaborate in the physical layer or wave-
form domain in terms of synchronization and modulation, we classify it as a distributed
array (DA) or virtual array approach. DAs can provide similar gains to classic arrays, at
the cost of network overhead to organize and provide various levels of synchronization.
However, DAs provide network flexibility and lower per device hardware cost. An exam-
ple of flexibility is radios can be recruited as needed to achieve a network goal, such as
balancing energy use, overcoming partitions, or extend transmission range [26]. We review
the existing DA schemes in two categories: DA for reliability and DA for data rate.
2.2.1 DA for reliability
As the simplest DA approach, Cooperative transmission (CT) has been extensively stud-
ied in the past decades to compensate limited resources in ad-hoc networks [27]. For CT,
the single-antenna radios assist each other to relay a single message, thereby forming a
distributed multi-input and single-output (DMISO) link or a virtual array [28]. The clas-
sic 3-node CT is illustrated in Fig.2.2, where the destination gets a signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) advantage provided through the DMISO. The diversity gain of the virtual transmit
array can be used to reduce the TX power, extend the range of the transmissions and over-
come network partitions [29], or to reduce the bit error rate (BER) of the received signal.
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Meanwhile, the SM strategies also can be extended into distributed manner with CT [30].
Figure 2.2: Classic 3-node cooperative transmission.
There are three types of relaying strategies [31]. The first is amplify-and-forward (AF)
relaying, where the relay node simply amplifies the received signal from the source and for-
wards it to the destination. The second is decode-and-forward (DF) relaying, also known as
regenerative relaying, where the relay node decodes (perhaps incorrectly) and re-encodes
each symbol before retransmission. The final type is compress-and-forward (CF) relaying,
which allows the relay node to compress the received signal from the source and digitally
forward it to the destination without decoding the signal.
(a) CCT model. (b) TDCT model.
Figure 2.3: Illustration of CT models.
CT can be performed simultaneously or in different time slots as illustrated in Fig.2.3,
referred to as concurrent cooperative transmission (CCT) and time division cooperative
transmission (TDCT), respectively. One focus of this dissertation is TDCT with the ob-
jective of extending transmission range. In the context of range-extension, TDCT has
some advantages over CCT. Neither transmitter-side channel state information nor phase
coherency across cooperating transmitters is required by TDCT; conversely, they are re-
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quired in the coherent form of CCT, also known as coherent beamforming [30]. All the
cooperators must be recruited prior to a CCT transmission, whereas for TDCT, they can
be recruited incrementally, as needed [32]. To achieve range extension, transmitters should
use the same transmit power as in the conventional single-input-and-single-output (SISO)
case. This leads to another advantage of TDCT: its interference range is the same as SISO
interference, whereas CCT interference range is larger due to the high power resulting from
concurrent transmission.
2.2.2 DA for date rate
Multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO). MU-MIMO is a popular and spectrally efficient ap-
proach in current cellular standards (e.g., LTE and 802.16m), wherein a multi-antenna base
station (BS) serves several users simultaneously in the same wireless channel [33]. As
shown in Fig.2.4, a base station (BST) with large array size serves the concurrent uplink
transmission among multiple end-users, which are each equipped with one or more an-
tennas. Considering limited radio spectrum resources and the proliferation of both users
and access points, significant efforts have been made to boost the system capacity through
MU-MIMO in wireless networks, especially for cellular networks [6].
Figure 2.4: Concept of multi-user MIMO.
Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP). CoMP is a DA type facility being developed for LTE
Advanced [34]. As illustrated in Fig.2.5, multiple evolved NodeBs (eNB) dynamically
coordinate through the backhual connection to provide joint scheduling and transmissions
as well as providing joint processing of the received signals. In this way, a UE at the edge
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of a cell is served by two or more eNBs to improve signal reception and transmission and
increase throughput. By tightly coordinating the transmission and reception of signals,
CoMP transcends the limits on spectral efficiency due to intercell interference.
Figure 2.5: Concept of LTE Advanced CoMP.
C-RAN. C-RAN stands for Centralized, Collaborative, Cloud and Clean Radio Access
Network, is an architecture for cellular networks, proposed by China Mobile in 2009 to
save both capital and operating costs [35]. In C-RAN, a large array of remote radio heads
(RRHs) are geographically distributed as shown in Fig.2.6. The antennas are connected
to a data center or pool of baseband processing units (BBUs) by “fronthaul” links. The
date transmitted through the “fronthaul” links are digitized soft samples of the received
waveforms without processing to decode the source bits. In contrast, “backhaul” usually
refers to connections between conventional base stations and the central office, which carry
no soft samples of signals.
Figure 2.6: Concept of C-RAN.
In a C-RAN, the baseband unit (BBU), which performs the physical layer encoding and
decoding and is traditionally housed at the foot of the base station (BS) tower, is moved to
a centralized pool or data center, where the baseband processing is done by a virtual BS
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running on general purpose platform servers [36]. The BSs are replaced by RRHs, which
digitize the uplink signal from the antenna without decoding the signal, and then transmit
the bits through optical fiber to the data center; the downlink is the reverse process. Because
only the radio front ends are hardware defined, any generation of mobile communications
(3G, 4G, etc.) can in theory be implementd in C-RAN.
Network MIMO is a form of MU-MIMO that uses the RRHs as elements in a dis-
tributed array, and which coordinates and synchronizes their co-channel receptions and
transmissions to increase network throughput. Fronthaul capacity, delay, and jitters have
been identified as the major issues of network MIMO [37]. Because the signals received on
different antennas can be correlated, joint source coding and decoding techniques, such as
the robust distributed compression schemes [38], are effective at reducing fronthaul load.
The more recent works emphasize compression of RRH signals before they are modulated
onto the fronthaul link [39, 40].
In Chapter V, we propose a novel On-demand form of network MIMO that makes net-
work MIMO affordable for wireless sensor networks and consumer-grade Internet connec-
tions.
2.3 Interference Suppression Schemes
2.3.1 Interference cancellation (IC)
Interference cancellation (IC) dates back to the 1990s [41], [42], [43]. IC is attractive
because it allows multiple co-channel packets occurring at the same time to be decoded by
a single-antenna receiver, resulting in significantly improved reliability and throughput.
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(a) Before IC (b) After IC of strong packet
Figure 2.7: Concept of IC for two overlapped packets.
As shown in Fig.2.7, the effects of a decoded strong packet are subtracted from stored
samples of the received signal, thereby making possible the capture of weaker packets. IC
has been shown to improve bandwidth utilization in cellular networks [44], which have
centralized control and synchronized clocks among wireless devices, and where the tow-
ers determine the best transmit power, coding rate and/or spreading codes to enable the
disambiguation of different up-link transmissions. However, because of imperfect syn-
chronization and channel estimation, the substraction leaves a residual error, which causes
interference on the weaker packets. In the networking literature, some recent works ignore
this interference [45, 46] or they model its power very simply as a fixed percentage of the
power of the packet being canceled [47, 48]. We refer to the latter case as the “conventional
model”. However, through theory and experiment, we find that other parameters are very
important, particularly the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) on the preamble
of the strong packet. These observations have led to one major contribution of this dis-
sertation: a new physical layer statistical model for IC residual error in constant envelope
modulation packet networks.
2.3.2 Interference alignment (IA)
IA is widely studied to boost the system capacity by effectively mitigating interferences
among users in the multiuser MIMO interfering broadcast channel (IBC) [49].
The key idea of interference alignment is applying the optimal transmit and receiver
spatial filters, i.e., beamforming vectors or linear precoders, so as to align all the undesired
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signals at each receiver in the same subspace of suitable dimension, as illustrated in Fig.2.8.
Alignment allows each receiver to suppress more interfering streams than it could otherwise
cancel. In other words, aligning the streams at the transmitter allows each receiver to cancel
more streams than the number of “spare antennas” at its disposal (number of antennas
minus the number of desire streams).
Figure 2.8: Concept of interference alignment (IA).
However, most existing IA solutions are iterative, alternating between calculating the
optimal transmit beamformers assuming the updated receive beamformers, and calculat-
ing the optimal receive beamformers assuming the updated transmit beamformers [50, 51,
52]. Unfortunately, the iterations cause computational complexity. From an optimization
perspective, determining the optimal transmitter/receiver filters that maximize the sum ca-
pacity, which depends on the achievable rate over all users, is non-convex and NP-hard
even in the single-antenna case [53]. Most existing works focus on finding a high quality
suboptimal solution efficiently, while an optimal solution for MIMO IBC at finite SNR
remains elusive.
In Chapter VI, we propose a hybrid precoding scheme, which combines IA and THP to
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provide improved convergence speed and interference suppression.
2.4 Packet Synchronization
Because of random clock drift and hardware difference of local oscillators among wire-
less devices, the physical layer packet synchronization at a receiver includes detecting the
coming packets and estimating the synchronization parameters, which includes timing and
carrier frequency offsets.
Compared with the classic arrays, the synchronization problem is much more challeng-
ing in DAs as each array element no longer has access to the same local oscillator and
clock. Therefore, network overhead is required to achieve useful synchronization between
the distributed array elements.
2.4.1 Synchronization of OFDM based wideband transmission
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) techniques have been employed in-
tensively for wideband transmission because of their robustness and high spectral efficiency
in the frequency selective fading channel. Synchronization is a big issue for any OFDM
based wide-band system for it is widely known that symbol timing offsets larger than the
cyclic prefix (CP) will introduce inter-symbol-interference (ISI), and carrier frequency off-
sets (CFOs) will introduce inter-carrier-interference (ICI).
The conventional SISO OFDM synchronization schemes are preamble-based [54], [55],
[56], [57]. The method proposed by Schmidl and Cox [54] is the most popular preamble-
based scheme.The timing and fractional CFO estimations are done based on the autocorre-
lation between the two identical halves of the first OFDM symbol in the time domain, while
the integer CFO is computed in frequency domain based on the correlation of the second
OFDM symbol. However, because of the CP, the timing metric has a plateau which makes
the timing synchronization fallible. To eliminate the plateau, Park et al. [55] designed a
new repeated-conjugated-symmetric sequence, which makes the timing metric have a sharp
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peak. However, because of the special structure of the preamble sequence, the timing met-
ric has side lobes which can still disturb the timing synchronization. In addition, recent
works propose to use more complicated sequences, such as CAZAC (Constant Amplitude
Zero Auto Correlation) sequence, to perform more accurate offset estimations [56, 58, 57].
The synchronization issue becomes more demanding for CT, as some degree of pre-
synchronization, which is synchronization in a transmitter, is neccessary [31]. In pre-
synchronization, the transmissions from each cooperator are aligned in time and frequency
within a required tolerance at a receiver. Several studies on OFDM-based receiver syn-
chronization for concurrent CT have been reported. In [59, 60], multiple offset estimates
are based on the combined preamble, which is problematic in a time division cooperative
transmission (TDCT) system, because the timing for each operating link is not known a
priori. In Chapter III, we propose a novel method of time and frequency synchronization
for OFDM-based TDCT that achieves diversity gain for range extension applications.
2.4.2 Synchronization of MSK based narrow-band transmission
In addition to high spectral efficiency, energy efficiency or equivalently battery duration is
another important requirement of most wireless communication systems. For instance, the
lower power wide area (LPWA) application, energy efficiency is more crucial to achieve
high-coverage, low-cost per connection, and years-long battery life [61, 62]. Constant
envelope modulations (CEMs), such as FSK, GFSK, MSK, GMSK, are widely used in low
power RF transceivers [63, 64, 65] to enhance and improve the energy efficiency of wireless
communication networks from the perspective of signal design. These modulations allow
the power amplifiers (PA) in the transmitter to operate at or close to the saturation level to
maximize energy efficiency. On the other hand, the more advanced modulations, such as
QAM, contain amplitude modulation (AM) components, which require from 3 to 6 dB of
back off (from saturation) in the power amplifier to avoid signal distortion [66].
In this dissertation, we consider minimum-shift keying (MSK)-type modulation for
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narrow-band transmission for low-power, long-range radio applications. MSK can be
viewed as continuous-phase frequency-shift keying (CPFSK) with a frequency deviation of
1
4Ts
, where Ts is the a symbol period. and a modulation index of 0.5 [66]. MSK is attractive
because the phase continuity yields higher spectral efficiency than non-phase continuous
BFSK, and the constant envelope yields excellent power efficiency. The primary drawback
of MSK is the high implementation complexity for an optimal receiver by the fact that the
initial phase of each symbol is determined by the accumulated total phase of all previous
transmitted symbols. However, the maximal likelihood sequence estimator based on the
Viterbi algorithm is affordable on the uplink [67].
The majority of works on synchronization of continous phase modulation (CPM) trans-
missions use non-data-aided algorithms based on feed-forward algorithms [68]. In addition
to their limited application, these methods do not perform as well as data-aided algorithms,
which use a preamble of known sequence appended to the beginning of each packet [69].
The data-aided joint phase and timing estimation algorithm proposed in [70] is based on
the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) and implemented as a Kalman filter. However,
this method is implemented in a closed-loop manner that requires multiple initialization
steps. Hosseini and Perrins [71] propose a complete data-aid type scheme including all
synchronization parameters estimation. However, it relies on an optimized preamble with
a specific phase trajectory, and hence tends to fail when there is distortion on the preamble
caused by interference. In Chapter V, we propose a data-aided synchronization method
suitable for LPWA applications and which is robust to interference.
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CHAPTER 3
TIME DIVISION COOPERATIVE TRANSMISSION (TDCT) WITH
SYNCHRONIZATION DIVERSITY GAIN
3.1 Overview
An energy efficient synchronization method is presented for an OFDM-based Time Divi-
sion Cooperative Transmission (TDCT) system for the purpose of range extension. The
proposed algorithm operates on a novel preamble consisting of two OFDM symbols. In
TDCT, copies of the packet are transmitted through different time slots. Exploiting depen-
dence between the synchronization parameters of the different TDCT copies, the approach
achieves diversity gain in all estimated synchronization parameters. Since the design and
algorithm pertain only to the preamble, the method can be applied to decode-and-forward
as well as amplify-and-forward TDCT schemes. This algorithm also offers a significant
performance improvement to the single-input-and-single-out (SISO) communication sys-
tem. Through computer simulation, we show that our novel TDCT approach achieves
synchronization in the context of range extension, avoiding the need for more preamble
energy.
Figure 3.1: Illustration of two-hop TDCT system.
As illustrated in Fig.3.1, we consider a half-duplex time-division cooperative commu-
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nication system with one source node, S, a relay cluster of K cooperating relay nodes
{R1, R2, ..., RK}, and a destination node, D. We assume direct communication between
the source and the destination is not available. There are two phases of transmission to
achieve the communication between source and destination. In the first phase, the source,
S, broadcasts the message to potential relay nodes. Some or all the relay nodes that cor-
rectly decode the packet from the source node will participate in the second phase, keeping
the same synchronization offsets for transmission that they learned in reception. We note
that preservation of the frequency offset for transmission is not done in conventional packet
radio but is a key to range extension.
Pre-synchronization. In this work, we focus on the synchronization at the destination re-
ceiver during the second phase, assuming pre-synchronization was done within the relay
cluster before retransmission.With timing pre-synchronization [72], the kth relay is sched-
uled to transmit in the kth time slot as Tk = T0 + ktproc + ek, where T0 is the transmitting
time of the source node, and also the time that the source packet arrives at the antennas of
the relay nodes. tproc is a period of time designed so that the transmit first-in-first-out buffer
will be full when the transmission starts; in other words, tproc is long enough to ensure the
processing and on-band signal transfers are complete by the time the node is supposed to
transmit. The timing pre-sychronization error, ek, is modeled as a zero mean Gaussian
random variable with variance δ2e , denoted as ek ∼ N (0, δ2e).
For pre-synchronization of frequency [73], each relay node estimates the CFO relative
to the source node, and compensates it to any data it plans to transmit during the second
phase. Therefore, after pre-synchronization, the CFO between kth relay node, Rk, and
destination, D, fkd, is modeled as fkd = fsd + eε, where fsd represents the CFO between
source and destination and eε ∼ N (0, δ2ε ) is the frequency pre-synchronization error.
Consider a normalized time offset εk with respect to sampling period Ts and the normal-
ized frequency offset ωk with respect to subcarrier spacing, fs. Then, ωk = fkdfs = µk + νk,
where µk and νk are the fractional CFO and integer CFO, respectively, of the kth relay node
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relative to the destination. Therefore, the received signal at the destination during the kth





k(g)sk(n− g − εk) + zk(n), where
sk(n) is the source signal; hk = [hk(0), . . . , hk(G − 1)]T and zk(n) are channel impulse
responses with G as the number of resolvable paths and additional white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with variance σ2N , respectively.
3.2 Synchronization Algorithm
The proposed preamble structure in both time and frequency domains is illustrated in
Fig.3.2. The two OFDM symbols are constructed based on a CAZAC sequence {C(i)}
with length L. According to [74], the CAZAC sequence can be chosen as: C(i) = ejπpi2/L,
where p is the positive integer and relative-prime to L; we choose p=L-1. The good prop-
erties of CAZAC sequences are ‖C(i)‖ = 1 and :
L−1∑
i=0
C(i)C∗(i+ k) = L, k = 0 (3.1)
L−1∑
i=0
C(i)C∗(i+ k) = 0, o.w. (3.2)
Figure 3.2: Illustration of proposed preamble structure for TDCT.
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3.2.1 Preamble design
To construct the preamble in the frequency domain, we first randomize the phase of the
CAZAC sequence to get the intermediate sequence C ′(i) = C(i)ej2πri , i = 0, . . . , L −
1, where ri ∼ U [0, 1] is uniformly distributed over the interval [0,1]. The purpose of
randomizing the phase is to enlarge the difference of the target metric for integer CFO
estimation between correct estimation and false estimation, which will be discussed in
detail in the section below.
For the sake of convenience, we assume that the subcarrier index starts at −ng, where
ng is the length of a guard interval of null tones reserved on both sides of an OFDM symbol
in case of preamble aliasing due to integer CFO [54]. The nc subcarriers in the middle part
are used for preamble design. Therefore, the subcarrier index in frequency domain is then
indicated by τ ∈ {−ng, . . . , nc + ng − 1}, and the total length of the OFDM symbol
in the frequency domain is nc + 2ng, as shown in Fig.3.2. To construct the preamble in
the frequency domain, the sequence {C ′(i)} is mapped to all even subcarriers on the first
OFDM symbol, and is mapped to all odd subcarriers on the second OFDM symbol after
a left circular shift of D steps (1 ≤ D ≤ L − 1 D = 1 in Fig.3.2). Therefore, the
preamble in the frequency domain, consisting of two OFDM symbols, Q1(τ) Q2(τ) for





), modulo(τ, 2) = 0






+D),modulo(τ, 2) = 1
0, modulo(τ, 2) = 0
.
(3.3)
The two OFDM symbols of the preamble in the frequency domain are designed with the
relationship as Q1(τ) is the result of right circular shift of Q2(τ) by 2D-1 steps, which
provides the ideal structure in the time domain for timing synchronization, as we will see
in a later section.
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The preamble in the time domain is constructed in two steps. First, the constructed
preamble in the frequency domain is converted into the time domain signal through the
inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) and a cyclic prefix with length Ng is attached in
front to avoid ISI. For the sake of convenience, we assume that the time domain preamble
starts at discrete index zero and the attached cyclic prefix has negative time indices as shown
in Fig.3.2. So the length of the OFDM symbol in the time domain is N + Ng. N is the
IDFT/DFT length, which equals nc + 2ng. The two OFDM preamble symbols are denoted
as {q1(n)}, n = −Ng, . . . , N − 1, and {q2(n)}, n = N, . . . , 2N +Ng − 1, respectively.
Because of the special structure of the preamble in the frequency domain, {q1(n)}, {q2(n)}
have a repetition property,
 q1(n) = q1(n+
N
2
), n = 0, . . . , N
2
− 1,





In addition, the two preamble sequences also satisfy q1(n) = q2(n)e−j2π(n−1)
2D−1
N .
In the second stage, to avoid the timing ambiguity caused by the cyclic prefix, we use
two phase masks Mj, j = 1, 2, which are constructed as Mj(n) = ej2πm
j
n , for n =
0, . . . , N − 1, where, mjn ∼ U [0, 1] are uniformly distributed random variables over the




), for n = 0, . . . , N
2
− 1, j = 1, 2.
We then modulate the two preamble sequences {q1(n)} and {q2(n)} with the two phase
masks M1 and M2, respectively. The two time domain preambles become

s1(n) = q1(n)M1(n), n = 0, . . . , N − 1
s1(n−Ng) = q1(n−Ng), n = 0, . . . , Ng − 1
s2(n+N +Ng) = q2(n+N +Ng)M2(n), n = 0, . . . , N − 1
s2(n+N) = q2(n+N), n = 0, . . . , Ng − 1.
(3.5)
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As we can see from Eq.(3.5), the phase mask operates on onlyN out ofN+Ng samples,
to avoid a plateau in the timing metric [54], [55].
Because of the repetition property of the phase masks, the time domain preamble still
keeps the same repetition property shown in Eq.(3.4). For TDCT relaying, all relay nodes
use the same preamble structure; the preamble for kth relay node is denoted as:
sk(n) = {s1(n), s2(n)}. (3.6)
3.2.2 Symbol timing estimation
The goal of symbol timing estimation is to estimate the normalized time offset εk for each
relay and destination link k, so that the start of the packet (SOP) of each relay is identified.
The symbol timing estimation in the proposed method is obtained through two steps:
(1)coarse timing estimation with the goal of detecting the packet and estimating the coarse
SOP, and (2)fine timing estimation with the goal of estimating the SOP with high accuracy.
Coarse timing estimation. Because of the repetition property of the preamble, we keep
processing the received signal, rk(n), as four segments, each with length N
2
. The four
segments for the kth relay link received at the receiver are defined as: s̄k1(i) = r
k(n +
i), s̄k2(i) = r
k(N
2







+n+i), for i =
0, . . . , N/2. We compute six correlation metrics among the four segments as
P kj (n) =< (ŝ
k
x(n))
†, ŝky(n) >, j = 1, .., 6,
with x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, y ∈ {2, 3, 4},
(3.7)
where, x = 1, y = 2, 3, 4;x = 2, y = 3, 4;x = 3, y = 4 corresponds to j=1,..,6, re-





















4(n) >, are the received four preamble segments with phase masks




0, . . . ,M2(
N
2
− 1)ej2π 2D−1N (N2 −1)], is the first half of the phase mask
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M2 with phase rotation of ej2π
2D−1
N
i on the ith element. The purpose of the rotation on the
phase in Segments 3 and 4 is to cancel the difference relative to Segments 1 and 2, so that
all the six correlation metrics in Eq.(3.7) reach the maximal value at the SOP point.
For simplicity in description of the scheme, we derive the correlation metrics assuming
only one resolvable path for each relay link (our simulation uses multiple paths ). The jth
correlation metric for the kth relay link at the SOP can be expressed as






















, for j = 1, . . . , 6.
(3.8)
Except for the first term, all the other terms in Eq.(3.8) have expectation of zero, therefore,
the expectation of the correlation metric conditioned on hk is









{∣∣sk(i)∣∣2} is half the energy of one preamble sequence, which, as
shown in Eq.(3.6), is the same for all links.
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Similar to [54], we can compute six normalized timing metrics asMkj (n) =
Pkj (n)
R̂k(n)
, for j =
1, ..., 6.
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Figure 3.3: The six coarse timing metric in Eq.(3.11) under multipath fading channel with
SNR=10dB and SOP=60.
It is obvious that the timing metric Mkj ∈ (0, 1] and achieves the maximum value 1
for the ideal channel at the SOP. As shown in Fig.3.3, because of the phase masks and
symmetric property of the proposed preamble structure, all the timing metrics have peak
value at the SOP point except for Mk1 and M
k
6 , which have plateaus because of the phase
masks being removed automatically during the CP period.










∣∣P kj (n)∣∣.As shown in Fig.3.3, the coarse timing metric has a sharp
peak value at SOP.
Once the coarse timing metric Ck(n) exceeds a pre-defined threshold Tc ∈ (0, 1), the
coarse timing for kth relay link during the kth time slot can be estimated at the destination





, where N is a set of adjacent sample points that
exceed the threshold Tc. Tc is a system parameter which determines the packet detection
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rate (PDR). The higher Tc is, the lower PDR is achieved.
For TDCT relaying, as long as the destination detects at least one of the relayed packets,
we say the destination receiver detects the packet from the source successfully. We define
the packet detection rule for TDCT as
 C
kopt(ε̃kopt) > Tc, Packet detected
o.w. Packet missed,
(3.12)






If the kopt packet is detected, and the receiver can decode the kopt from the header, then
assuming the relays transmit consecutively (this is the scheduling aspect); the receiver can
find the other copies at time indexes ε̄k = ε̃kopt + (k − kopt)tproc, for k = 1, . . . , K. Since
both the numerator and denominator of the metric in Eq.(3.11) are weighted by |hk|2, there
is a benefit from diversity, because noise will have the lowest degradation on the strongest
channel.
Fine timing estimation. We aim to improve the accuracy of timing estimation in the
second stage of timing estimation by exploring the information in both the time and the
frequency domains. The fine timing metric F k(n) for the kth relay link is defined over a
searching window centered at the updated coarse timing ε̄k as
F k(n) = wkt P̄t
k
(n) + wkf P̄f
k
(n), n ∈ [ε̄k −WF , ε̄k +WB],
where, WF and WB are user-defined parameters of the forward and backward window










max(Uk)−min(Uk) is the normalized frequency metric of U
k(n) over the
searching window, which is defined in Subsection D. The wkt and w
k
f are the combining
weights. Since the peak value indicates the correct timing point, we propose to compute the
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Eventually, the fine timing for the kth relay link is estimated by finding the maximum
value of the fine timing metric as






To enhance the selection diversity and save receiver energy, we can select the quali-
fied links with good channel condition by pre-defining a fine timing threshold Tf . The
destination will process only the signals from relay node k, if F k(ε̂k) ≥ Tf .
3.2.3 Fractional CFO estimation
According to [54], the fractional CFO can be estimated based on the angle of the correlation
metric in the time domain as
∠Pkj (ε̂k)
π
. Because of the special structure of our preamble with
phase masks, we propose to use only the first and last correlation metrics P k1 , and P
k
6 for
fractional CFO estimation as the phase masks are removed automatically when computing
P k1 , and P
k
6 as long as the timing error is less than the length of the CP period.
Instead of estimating the fractional CFO for each relay link separately, we propose a
combined fractional CFO estimation scheme to utilize the correlation among all copies to
(this is where low CFO pre-synchronization error makes a difference) to achieve diversity
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P k6 (ε̂k), (3.18)
c1 =
∣∣P comb1 ∣∣∣∣P comb1 ∣∣+ ∣∣P comb6 ∣∣ , (3.19)
c2 =
∣∣P comb6 ∣∣∣∣P comb1 ∣∣+ ∣∣P comb6 ∣∣ . (3.20)
K is a set of “qualified” relay links whose fine timing metric F k(ε̂k) exceed the threshold
Tf .
Based on the autocorrelation metric in Eq.(3.9) and the fact that all the transmitters use
the same preambles, the combined autocorrelation metric has the conditional expectation
value




∣∣hk∣∣2ejπωk N2 E0} ' ejπω0 N2 E0∑
k∈K
∣∣hk∣∣2, (3.21)
where ωk = ω0 + εk with ω0 as the normalized fractional CFO between source and destina-
tion, and εk as the frequency pre-synchronization error. For TDCT, when SNR is very low,
the pre-synchronization error, which is a function of the SNRs at the relays, is assumed in
this paper to be small enough to be ignored [72].
As we can see in Eq.(3.21), the combined fractional CFO estimation metric is weighted
by the sum of magnitude squared channel gains,
∣∣hk∣∣2, which offers the diversity gain
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similar to maximum ratio combing (MRC).
3.2.4 Integer CFO estimation
The integer CFO νk is estimated based on the preamble in the frequency domain. Given
the frequency channel response as:
R̄kj (τ) = H
k(τ)Qj(τ − νk), τ = −ng, . . . , ng + nc − 1, (3.22)
Hk = [Hk(−ng), . . . , Hk(ng + nc − 1)]T . (3.23)
The received preamble of the two OFDM symbols in the frequency domain for the kth
relay link with fractional CFO µk compensated can be expressed as
Rkj (τ) = R̄
k
j ∗MFj + Zkj (τ), j = 1, 2, (3.24)
where Zkj (τ) is the AWGN, and M
F
j is the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the phase
mask Mj .
Given the DFT of the conjugated phase masks, M̄Fj = DFT (M
†
j ), the frequency do-




j ∗ M̄Fj = R̄kj (τ) + Z̄kj (τ) (3.25)
where, Z̄kj (τ) = Z
k
j (τ) ∗ M̄Fj .





Gk(τ + i)†O(i)|, for τ ∈ [−ng, ng], (3.26)
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where, Gk(τ + i) = (R̂k1(τ + i))
†R̂k2(τ + i+ 1), O(i) = Q1(i)
†Q2(i+ 1).
When we assume the frequency channel response for adjacent subcarriers is the same























Since, {Q1(i)}, {Q2(i)} are constructed from the sequence {C ′(i)}with randomized phase,
we expect the δ∆ to be very small when ∆ 6= 0.
The integer CFO for the kth relay node could be estimated by searching the maximum





. However, instead of doing this, we
propose a combined integer CFO estimation metric as











O(τ). K is the set of “qualified” relay links.
The expectation of the combined frequency correlation metric at correct integer CFO,










∣∣Hk(ν0 + i)∣∣2}, (3.30)
where ν0 is the integer CFO between source and destination. As shown in Eq.(3.30), we
observe that the combined correlation result is weighted by
∑
k∈K |H(νk + i)|2. Therefore,
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the combined integer CFO estimation, ν̂comb, based on the combined frequency metric, also
achieves diversity gain.
3.3 Simulation Study of MSE of Synchronization Parameters Estimation
Monte Carlo simulations are performed to simulate the proposed synchronization algorithm
for both TDCT relaying and conventional SISO relaying. Of 128 subcarriers, 112 are used
for preamble design. The CP length normalized to the sampling duration is eight. The
CFO is set to be 2.2×subcarrier spacing for all relay links, and tproc = 100Ts. We evaluate
the MSE performance of symbol timing and CFO estimation under the frequency-selective
channel with the exponential power delay profile model in [75] with a sampling period of
Ts = 10
−7s and a RMS delay spread of 50ns. More than 10,000 trials were simulated. We
set the variance of pre-synchronization frequency and timing error to be δ2ε = 0.029ppm
and δ2e = 50ppm, respectively. The MSE for offset estimation x ∈ (ε, µ, ν) is computed
as MSEx = E{ 1∣∣K∣∣ ∑k∈K(x̂k − xk)2}, where, ∣∣K∣∣ is the number of “qualified” relay links
used for synchronization and decoding. We considered different fining timing thresholds,
Tf = 0, 0.7, 0.8 when K = 8, and Tf = 0 for K = 1, 2, 4.

























































































































Figure 3.4: MSE simulation results of TDCT synchronization algorithms under multipath fading
channel.
The MSE performance of both timing and frequency estimation with number of co-
operating relays K ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} is shown in Fig.3.4. As we can see, compared with the
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S&C method, for SISO link (K=1), the proposed method has about a 5dB improvement on
symbol timing estimation, and has about 3dB improvement on fractional CFO estimation.
That’s because the timing estimation of S&C suffers from the plateau caused by CP, and
the proposed algorithm has timing and fractional CFO estimation averaged over 4 and 2
metrics with phase masks, respectively. Also, when the number of cooperating relays in-
creases, the proposed method achieves diversity gain (as evidenced by slope changes) on
symbol timing and fractional CFO at low SNR, and diversity gain on integer CFO estima-
tion for all SNR, while the performance of S&C’s method stays the same as SISO relaying.
We also observe that we lose the diversity gain for timing estimation and fractional CFO
starting from K = 4 at relatively high SNR. This happens because, for the simulation, we
use only the fine timing threshold, Tf , for K = 8. Therefore, when the SNR is large, the
timing estimation is determined mostly by the fine timing metric without diversity because
of Tf = 0. For K = 8, as SNR grows, eventually, all copies get selected, then the diversity
gain goes away, too.
For fractional CFO estimation, as we mentioned before, the error induced by the sec-
ond and third terms in Eq.(3.21) is larger than the error induced by noise at high SNR.
Therefore, we lose diversity generally. However, what matters for range extension is the
diversity performance at low SNR, and as long as the error is small enough it won’t affect
the decoding diversity performance for TDCT.
We also observe that we are able to keep good synchronization performance while
increasing the fine timing threshold for K = 8 in Fig.3.4. In this way, we can lower
the processing energy at the destination, because the number of “qualified” relay links are
decreased when the fine timing threshold increases, as shown in Fig.3.5.
3.4 Implementation on SDRs
We implement the TDCT and the proposed synchronization scheme on SDRs, and then
conduct the experiments to verify TDCT benefits in the lab. The system parameters are
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Figure 3.5: Number of qualified links.
expressed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: System parameters for TDCT experiments
Bandwidth 1MHz
Carrier frequency, Fc 903MHz/908MHz
Modulation BPSK
TX power@relays -7/-10 dBm
TX gain 12.5dB
RX gain 15.75dB







time interval of packets among links 0.1s
time interval between packets within link 2s
Pre-synchronization. As illustrated in Fig.3.6, the retransmission time of relay k is Ti =
t0 + Tproc + (i − 1)Tgap, where t0 is the time when the relay cluster receives the trigger
packet from the source node, Tproc is the maximum processing time of relay nodes, and
Tgap = 0.1s. For frequency presynchronization, the source node, S, sends out a packet
every 2s using Fc = 903MHz. All relay nodes receive the source packet at the frequency of
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Figure 3.6: Time chart of the packet scheduling for TDCT experiments.
903MHz, and record their corresponding CFOs, fis, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 relative to source, S. The
actual retransmit carrier frequency, Fc,i, with pre-synchronization becomes Fc,i = Fc+ f̂i,s,
where Fc = 903MHz is the target carrier frequency.
(a) PER (b) PDR
Figure 3.7: Real time decoding performance at destination with relaying power of -7dBm
Experimental Results. For the experiment, we manually control the number of the relay
nodes in the system. In Fig. 3.7, the x-axis is the index of received packets at the desti-
nation, and the vertical axis is the accumulated packet error rate (PER) and accumulated
packet delivery rate (PDR), respectively. During the packet index around 0-100, only re-
lay 1 is working; during packet index around 100-200, relays 1 and 2 are working; during
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packet index around 200-300, relays 1, 2, 3 are working; during packet index around 300-
400, all 4 relays are working. As we can see, the PDR and PER performance improves as
the number of relays increases.
3.5 Summary
In this Chapter, a method for time and frequency synchronization for OFDM-based TDCT
that achieves diversity gain is proposed for range extension applications. Based on com-
puter simulation of MSE, all three synchronization parameters show evidence of diversity
gain at low SNR. In addition, the proposed synchronization algorithm and a two-hop TDCT
with the help of up to 4 relays are implemented on SDR testbed. The corresponding con-
tributions are: 1) a method of time and frequency synchronization for OFDM-based TDCT
that achieves diversity gain for range extension applications; 2) a demonstration of the PER
and PDR performances for both TDCT in a realistic indoor environment with a commercial
software radio platform, using OFDM.
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CHAPTER 4
MULTI-USER MIMO WITH AF RELAYING FOR ARRAY GAIN
4.1 Overview
A two-hop multi-user multiple-input-multiple-output (MU-MIMO) system with multiple
single-antenna amplify-and-forward (AF) relays is demonstrated for the first time in a real-
istic indoor environment with a commercial software radio platform, using OFDM. Good
trend correspondence is observed between the averaged error rate results of experiment and
simulation, when zero forcing (ZF) detection is employed and a simple constraint on the
average power per relay is used. The challenges of relaying a regenerated digital header
and simply amplified spatially multiplexed payload are discussed. It was proven theoret-
ically by Feng [76] that the effect of the growth of the number of fixed-gain relays is to
bring the destination effectively closer to the relays. For the case of variable gain, sub-
ject to a per-node average power constraint, the destination is also brought asymptotically
closer, but not as close as the fixed-gain. Our contributions are 1) to show that the gap is
approximately closed by allowing relays to deactivate if their gain exceeds a threshold, and
2) to demonstrate the effects of adding AF relays using SDRs.
4.2 System Model
We assume the channel is Rayleigh frequency-flat and slow fading. The zero mean com-
plex Gaussian channel gain hi,k between two nodes i and k satisfies E[|hi,k|2] = σ20d
−β
i,k ,
where σ0 is constant, β is the path loss exponent (we use β = 3), and di,k is the distance be-
tween nodes i and k. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the MU-MIMO system consists of a source
cluster with M single-antenna users, a relay cluster with a set of single-antenna relay nodes
{R1, . . . , RK}, and a BS with N antennas, such that M ≤ N . The users are assumed to
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be co-located and so are the relays, yet all nodes are separated enough to have indepen-
dent fading. In our case, the relay operates in AF mode in which the source’s payload is
amplified without any sort of signal regeneration before forwarding to the destination.
Figure 4.1: MU-MIMO with AF relays
The multiple symbols of data xs = [x1, x2, . . . , xM ]T from different users in the source
cluster go through the AF relay cluster , which produces at the BS:
yD = H2GH1xs + H2GnR + nD, (4.1)
which can be re-written in terms of the compound channel matrix H between the source
cluster and BS, and the compound noise vector nc as,
yD = Hxs + nc (4.2)
where
H = H2GH1 (4.3)
nc = H2GnR + nD (4.4)
H1 is the K ×M channel matrix between the source cluster and relay cluster, and H2
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represents the N × K channel matrix between the relay cluster and the BS. nR and nD
denote the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the relays and BS, respectively. The
K ×K diagonal matrix G contains the variable amplify gains for the AF relays, such that
gk = G(k, k).
4.2.1 Data-dependent relay gain selection
The relay operates in the AF mode in which the source’s payload is amplified without any
sort of signal regeneration before forwarding to the destination. In the literature, a channel-
dependent, real-valued scalar gain is widely assumed; specifically, to satisfy the output




i |hk,i|2Po + σ2n
, k = 1, . . . , K, (4.5)
where Pk is the scheduled transmit power of kth relay, P0 is the transmit power of the
source nodes, hk,i is fading channel realization between the ith user and the kth relay, and
σ2n is the power of the noise.
However, we found the channel-dependent relay gain is not sufficient in reality for AF.
First, it is an unnecessary overhead to estimate the channel for AF relay where decoding
payload is avoided. Moreover, noise could get enhanced dramatically when the AF gain is









where y′k,i is the ith out of L time domain samples of the payload received by Relay k.
Meanwhile, only the relays with gains less than a threshold are active. In this way, we
avoid amplifying noise when the channel is very bad.
In joint work with other members of the Smart Antenna Research Lab at Georgia
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Tech [76], Monte Carlo simulations were performed that show the effectiveness of data-
dependent relay selection. We assume two users in the source cluster, two antennas on the
BS (M = N = 2), and all relays are co-located midway between the source and BS. The
results for both the fixed and dynamic variable gain strategies are shown in Fig. 4.2. As





















































Figure 4.2: BER simulation results for muti-user MIMO (M = N = 2) with AF relaying under
flat fading channel.
shown in Fig. 4.2, we observe K = 20 relays approximate the limit for the fixed gain
scheme, while the performance of variable gain scheme does not reach the limit of the
fixed gain scheme. Intuitively, when the instantaneous channel gain is smaller, the variable
gain used by the AF relay will be large, so the noise at the relay will be amplified more
compared with fixed gain. However, according to the selection selection strategy shown
in Fig.4.2 with legend “sel”. we observe prominent improvement for the selection strategy
with K = 50.
4.2.2 Pre-synchronization
In a distributed system, all the nodes within the same cluster or virtual antenna array should
compensate their differences in both timing offset and carrier frequency offset (CFO).
Therefore, before the source cluster starts sending data, we let the BS send a trigger sig-
nal xt directly to active users in source cluster, as a reference. All users then do pre-
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synchronization in both time and frequency domains based on this trigger signal. The BS
could use transmit diversity to enable the trigger signal to reach the source cluster two hops
away; instead, we just increase the transmit power of the trigger signal in our experiments.
We adopt a robust time pre-synchronization algorithm for cluster transmission, similar
to that in [78]. All the cooperating nodes wait to transmit for a fixed period Tproc after the
end of the received trigger signal. So the transmiting time for ith node within the cluster is
Ti = Tp + ti + Tproc, (4.7)
where Tp is the deterministic duration of trigger signal, ti represents the time the trigger
waveform arrives at the antenna of the ith node in the cluster; this is also called the “start
of reception” (SOR), and the processing time Tproc is selected so that α× 100% of transmit
first-in-first-out buffer will be full when the time comes to start the transmission. α is a
design parameter such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. We use α = 1.
Another concern is the CFO caused by the difference of local oscillator. We propose
that all nodes compensate the CFO to the data xi they plan to transmit by using numerically
controlled oscillator (NCO) in SDRs. The transmit signal for ith node becomes
x′i(t) = xi(t)e
j2π4fit, (4.8)
where4fi is the estimated CFO of ith node relative to BS, which is negative of the detected
CFO when the ith node decodes the trigger signal xt.
4.3 Implementation on SDRs
4.3.1 Packet and Node Design
We design each source to use OFDM modulation, with BPSK on each subcarrier. To im-
plement the MU-MIMO system with AF relays, we need several control parameters, such
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as the payload length, number of data streams in the network, cluster ID, and payload
offset. However, the AF relays do not need channel state information (CSI) for the pay-
load because it is not decoded. To deal with this conflict, we designed a physical (PHY)
layer header, which is differentially encoded with control information and therefore can
be decoded by AF relay without CSI; meanwhile, the header information can be read and
updated during intermediate hops. Our packet consists of a preamble and a header; each
using one OFDM symbol. This is followed by a training sequence of M OFDM symbols,
and finally a payload.
Figure 4.3: Flowgraph of source node
The C++ blocks for generating a source packet are shown in Fig. 4.3. When there are
two parallel paths in the flowgraph, path 0 contains timing information, so that the source
node knows the start of packet (SOP), and path 1 is the actual data stream. Otherwise,
only data path is processed by the block. A time tag with scheduled transmit time based
on equation (4.7) is added at SOP in the first block. The source also sets estimated CFO
parameter for the NCO block in the end of flowgraph to do frequency pre-synchronization
when a packet is generated completely.
4.3.2 AF relay transceiver
The theory of AF is simple: amplify and re-transmit the received signal. However, from
an implementation point of view, AF requires some decoding. It needs some control in-
formation like packet length to coordinate the transmission. To solve this practical issue,
we design the AF relay transceiver with receiver path including a DF branch and an AF
branch, as shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Flowgraph of designed AF relay transceiver
When a packet reaches the antenna of a relay, the OFDM Sync block does time and
frequency recovery, and outputs SOP and CFO information. The input of the DF branch
is the entire packet with CFO compensated using Signal Mixer block, while the input of
AF branch is same but without CFO compensated. The Sampler 1 block selects out only
the preamble and header data, while the Sampler 2 block selects out the TS and payload
parts. In Header Decoder/Regenerator block of the DF branch, we decode the header to
get all the control information, and then regenerate a new header with updated control
information. Similarly as the pre-synchronization for source cluster, we use the NCO block
to compensate the CFO in the newly generated header and preamble to keep the offsets
consistent within a packet. The Packet Combiner block combines the new preamble and
header data from DF branch and amplified payload from AF branch, and then stores them
in file, which also works as the input of the transmit path of AF relay. Before the AF relay
starts its transmit path, a time tag with scheduled transmit time information is added at the
SOP for pre-synchronization in the time domain.
4.3.3 MIMO receiver (BS)
To build the MIMO receiver in SDRs, we synchronize multiple USRP2s using a reference
clock distributor (RCD) board that we created in our lab. It provides 1 pulse per second
(pps) timing reference and 10MHz frequency reference to USRP2s, so that all USRPs used
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at the receiver will have same time and frequency offset. The synchronized USRP2s are
connected to a single PC to set up the MIMO receiver, as shown in Fig.4.7(c).
We implement a symmetric MU-MIMO system with the antennas of MIMO receiver
equal to the number of users (M = N ). The ZF detection algorithm of VBLAST [15] is
adopted as decoding algorithm for our MIMO receiver.
The receiver is implemented with the flowgraph shown in Fig. 4.5. For OFDM, the
received signal is first synchronized by finding the SOP time and CFO, then the cyclic
prefix (CP) is removed. After transforming the time domain signal back to the frequency
domain by doing FFT, the OFDM Frame Acquisition block starts estimating the compound
channel H directly based on TS, which go through the exactly same compound channel
as payload. We implement the ZF algorithm in the OFDM Block Decoder block. The
OFDM Frame Sink block demodulates the data using minimum distance detection, packs
the decoded data, and then sends it to the higher layer.
Figure 4.5: Flowgraph of MIMO receiver
4.4 Experimental Study of Two-hop MU-MIMO
We aim to show the performance improvement of MU-MIMO with AF relays, in SDRs,
by observing the BER or PER of MU-MIMO with different numbers of relays. The nodes
are deployed (see Fig. 4.7) with 2 users, a relay cluster (up to 6 relay nodes), and MIMO
receiver with 2 antennas, in a typical academic office building as shown in Fig. 4.6. We put
the relay cluster symmetrically in the middle between the sources and the receiver. When
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number of relays K 6= 0, we let the relay node receive and re-transmit using a different
carrier frequency to force the signal received by the BS go through relay cluster. The
system parameters we use are shown in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.6: The floor plan with nodes deployment
(a) Source nodes (b) relay cluster (c) MIMO receiver
Figure 4.7: Equipment setup for MU-MIMO with AF relaying.
Table 4.1: System parameters on MU-MIMO with AF relaying experiments.
Modulation BPSK





First, we compare the BER performance of MU-MIMO without relays (K = 0) and
with 2 AF relays (K = 2) in fixed locations, for different transmit powers P0 and without
error correction coding (ECC). In practical radio systems, it is easier to measure packet
error rate (PER) rather than BER. The CRC error check determines if the received packet
is corrupted. The estimated BER (EBER) can be calculated byEBER = 1−(1−PER)1/D
when no ECC is used, where D is the number of bits in a packet. For each transmit power,
we measure PER averaged over about 2000 packets with 952 bits for every packet. The
EBER curves (not shown because of space limitations) for transmit power ranging from
-10dBm to -5dBm, show an approximate straight-line decrease on a semi-log graph, with
the K = 0 and K = 2 cases nearly overlaying, except the K = 2 case performs slightly
better at -10dBm. For higher power or shorter range, the advantage of the relay gains is
apparently outweighed by their inserted noise for K=2.
To verify the range extension, we test the PER at the receiver. During a 5 minute
period, the receiver sends a trigger signal every 0.5s, and we increase number of relays
every minute, from 2 to 6. We look at transmit powers P0=-10dBm, -8dBm, and -6dBm,
indicating bad, fair, and good EbNo at the receiver, respectively, and the PER is averaged
over 10 trials. In practice, self-fading is caused by relay timing error when multiple relays
use the same channel resource. For the 2×2 case, we overcome this problem with half-rate
convolutional ECC and interleaving. The PER results are shown in Fig.4.8.
As Fig.4.8 shows, the biggest improvement comes when we increase the number of re-
lays from two to three, and improvements for more relays are small, which is similar to the
simulation result with variable channel gain done by other member in our lab. We observe
that the experimental SNR improvement of only 1 dB is smaller than in the simulation;
we think this may have been caused by interference that we noticed in this band after the
experiment. We also observe that the slope is higher experimentally than in simulation. We
attribute this to the frequency diversity in the experiment resulting from self and real fading
and the ECC plus interleaving.
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Figure 4.8: Averaged PER for MU-MIMO with different numbers of relays
4.5 Summary
In this Chapter, we implement MU-MIMO with single-antenna AF relays in SDRs by
specifically designing the packet and the AF tranceiver to overcome practical issues, such
as pre-synchronization for cluster transmission. The averaged error rate is evaluated by
both simulation and experiments with good correspondence. In a joint work, it is proven
theoretically that the effect of the growth of the number of fixed-gain relays is to bring the
destination to the location of the relays. The corresponding contributions are: 1) design the
PHY structure of packet and the AF transceiver; 2) an AF relay selection scheme that avoids
noise enhancement; and 3) a demonstration of the packet error rate (PER) performance for
MU-MIMO with AF relaying in a realistic indoor environment with a commercial software
radio platform, using OFDM.
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CHAPTER 5
ON-DEMAND NETWORK MIMO FOR LOW POWER WIDE AREA (LPWA)
APPLICATIONS
5.1 Overview
In this Chapter, we propose a PHY layer solution for the uplink in a one-hop multi-gateway
wireless packet network as illustrated in Fig.5.1. The key idea is that we combine two
existing technologies, decoding with “capture and SIC” (C&S) at the gateways for some
packets and decoding with “network MIMO” (NMIMO) in the cloud for other packets, for
reliability, range extension, and low-cost network MIMO implementaion for low-power
transmit-only (TO) sensors. Because of this packet-selective application of network MIMO
with a distributed receiver array, we name our approach “On-Demand Network MIMO”.
In principle, the proposed technique applies to the LPWA network, which has emerged as a
significant high-coverage, low-bandwidth, low-cost per connection, and years-long battery
life component of the Internet of things (IoT).
… 
s1 s2 s3 sN-2 sN-1 sN 









low power transmitters 
internet 
Figure 5.1: Proposed network architecture for on-demand NMIMO.
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Modulation, Spreading, and Coding. We consider a transmitter system that combines
turbo code forward error correction (FEC), Gold code spreading, and minimum shift keying
(MSK) modulation. We adopt turbo codes because they are asymmetric, meaning that their
simple encoding can be done at sensor nodes with its limited energy whereas the gateway,
which is not power limited, can do the complex decoding; we adopt the phase spreading
sequence (PSS) approach to spread spectrum continuous phase modulation (CPM) [79], in
which non-spread bits are mapped to spreading sequences, prior to the CPM modulator,
thereby maintaining the bandwidth efficiency of CPM. We selected Gold codes because
they have good properties for both autocorrelation and cross-correlation. In the proposed
design, we assume all users employ the same spreading sequence. The payload information
bits are Turbo encoded and then spread. The resulting chips are modulated using an MSK
modulator.
5.2 On-demand Network MIMO Approach
5.2.1 C&S at the GW
When a GW first successfully decodes a packet, based on passing a CRC check, it forwards
that packet to the server and the other GWs through the internet. No following copies of the
packet are forwarded. Each GW stores a certain number of its latest physical layer samples.
When a packet has been decoded, its corresponding physical layer samples are synthesized
or regenerated and subtracted from the stored samples; this is interference cancellation
(IC). In other words, if IC is perfect, after subtraction, the stored samples appear as though
the decoded packet had never been transmitted. The benefit of cancellation is that weaker
packets may be revealed and subsequently decoded and forwarded to the server and the
other GWs; Successive interference cancellation (SIC) is the repeated application of Cap-
ture and Interference Cancellation. “Local SIC” happens when a GW cancels a packet that
it decoded. “Global SIC” happens when a GW cancels a packet that another GW decoded
and forwarded. Global SIC is a form of GW cooperation [80].
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Packet Construction 1. For capture and SIC (C&S), we assume the packet has a known
preamble followed by an unknown payload. We use the preamble for packet detection, syn-
chronization and channel estimation (DS&CE). For the purposes of this work, we assume
header and control information is part of the payload.
5.2.2 NMIMO in the cloud
Only when requested, each gateway node (or listener) forwards the compressed physical
layer samples of packets to a server, which decodes the packets using MIMO techniques;
this functionality could be described as selective application of multi-user MIMO with a
distributed receiver array. The spatial multiplexing capability of MIMO enables packets
that have too much interference at the gateways to be decoded at the server, thereby sup-
porting energy-saving transmit-only strategies.
Packet construction 2. For the NMIMO, we add a post-amble to the end of the first
construction, such that the post-amble is the same as the preamble. The post-amble is
useful for DS&CE for trailing packets in an offset overlapping packet scenario, when the
preamble of the trailing packet is interfered by the leading packet (“offset” means that
the interfering packets are not aligned in time, which is the usual case in an asynchronous
network). In particular, we use the post-amble for channel estimation for MIMO processing




(a) Packet construction 2
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(b) Overlapping scenario at GW
Figure 5.2: Illustration of NMIMO (2×2) signals at server.
When two packets overlapping at GW as illustrated in Fig.5.2, the received signal can
be divided into three parts. For the best performance, it is optimal to do MRC on Part 1
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and Part 3, and MMSE combining on the overlapping part in the middle. The practical
challenges are identifying the overlapping part precisely, estimating the channel gains and
compensating the CFOs for the two packets correctly. To deal with the practical issues,
we design the packet with both preamble and postamble in the same length as illustrated
in Fig. 5.2(a), so that one or the other will be interference-free and can provide optimal
synchronization and channel estimation for MIMO processing.
5.2.3 Measurements on SDRs
To demonstrate On-Demand Network MIMO, we tested the feasibility of IC on GWs, and
both MRC and MIMO at the server on USRP SDRs platforms over the air in an indoor
environment. For the experiments, we kept the sampling rate constant and let the packet
duration vary with respect to the spreading length and coding rate. The system parameters
are quantified in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: System parameters for on-demand NMIMO experiments
Payload length, information bit 48
Spreading length, L
Code rate R
Sample per chip, S 32
Preamble length, information bit 16
Sampling rate, Fs 200KHz
Carrier frequency, Fc 430MHz
Modulation MSK
IC. Two SDRs transmit different source signals with different repetition rates, and one
SDR serves as the GW. Fig.5.14(a) shows the received over-air signals with spreading
length L = 15, code rate R = 1, and the TX power for two GWs are 0dBm and −5dBm
respectively. As we can see, there are two types of overlapping cases. For Case 1, the
back of the strong packet is overlapping with the front of the weak packet; while for Case
2 the front of the strong packet is overlapping with the back of the weak packet. The
corresponding packet detection result is shown in Fig.5.14(b) with the peaks indicating
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the starts of packets (SOPs). The peaks corresponding to strong packets are very sharp
and clear, while the peaks corresponding weak packets are relatively lower and are not as
distinct as they are when there is no interference.

















Received signal after SIC
(c) Amplitude of received signal after SIC (d) Amplitude of SOP metric after SIC
Figure 5.3: The received signal at GW for SIC processing.
According to the measurements after SIC processing in Figs.5.14(c) and 5.14(d), we
found the practical residual error is not constant over the packet but tends to initially worsen
over time in Fig.5.14(c). We attribute this phenomenon to phase error that is accumulated
in the time domain, as a result of the CFO estimation error. The error is small at the
beginning because the channel estimate based on the preamble compensates for only the
initial phase offset. As we can see in Fig.5.14(d), we only see clear peaks indicating the
SOPs of weak packets, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the cancellation and ability
of the preamble correlation inherent in SOP estimation to suppress the interference from
the residual error. Meanwhile, the weak packets are decoded without error after SIC.
Maximum ratio combining (MRC). To improve the performance for the single input and
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multiple output (SIMO) case, we implement MRC to achieve diversity gain at the server.
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(c) Cominbed data after MRC at server
Figure 5.4: Measurements of MRC.
Table 5.2: Number of error bits result for MRC.
Pkt # GW1 GW2 Server
1 # 0 1 0
2 # 1 0 0
3 # 0 1 0
4 # 0 2 0
5 # 0 0 0
6 # 1 0 0
The received over-air signals at GWs are shown in Fig.5.4(a) with spreading length
L = 31, code rate R = 0.5, TX power= −15dBm. The packet detection still works
fine under this low SNR as shown in Fig.5.4(b), and the two streams of weak data are
combined at the server to achieve diversity gain based on MRC as shown in Fig.5.4(c). The
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corresponding decoding performance is shown in Table 5.2 with transmitted payload of 48
information bits. As we can see from Table 5.2, compared to what is achieved at the GWs,
MRC improves the decoding performance at the server.
MIMO. The MIMO processing includes MRC for non-overlapping parts, and MMSE
weights for the overlapping interval to make the most of the MIMO benefits. Two gate-
ways are synchronized using a reference clock distributor (RCD) board with 1ppm and




















Received data at GW1










































Received data at GW2




















(d) Amplitude of SOP metric
Figure 5.5: Received signal at GWs @ Tx power = −5dBm.
For the distributed MIMO demonstrations, the over-air signals at GWs are shown in
Fig. 5.5 with spreading length L = 31, code rate R = 1. According to the corresponding
SOPs estimation results in Figs. 5.5(b) and 5.5(d), the peaks with relatively larger height,
indicating the start of Parts 1 and 3, are clear and reliable for synchronization and channel
estimation, as we designed. Therefore, the two streams of source signal are retrieved and
decoded successfully at the server.
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5.3 Interference Insensitive Synchronization Scheme
Reliable synchronization and channel estimation are very crucial to leverage the benefits of
SIC, MRC and MIMO in random packet overlapping scenarios with unexpected interfer-
ence. We then propose a novel data-aided (DA) synchronization algorithm which applies
to LPWA applications that work in high interference environments.
The whole synchronization process in terms of synchronization parameters estimation,
is done in a sequential manner.
1) Frame synchronization: The first step of the synchronization process is to detect
the packet and determine the start of packet by estimating the integer timing offset, µ̂;
2) Fine timing synchronization: Then we improve the accuracy of timing through
fractional delay ε̂ estimation and compensation;
3) Carrier frequency offset estimation: Once the timing recovering is accomplished,
we estimate the carrier frequency offset ν̂ though the proposed algorithm based on Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT).
4) Carrier phase offset estimation: Lastly, the carrier phase offset, i.e., θ̂, is estimated
through a least-square estimator.
5.3.1 Frame synchronization
The idea of double correlation is widely adopted for frame synchronization of CPM in DA
schemes [81],[82]. In the most recent work [71], Hosseini and et al. propose a packet






r∗[k]r[k + d]s[k − n]s∗[k − n+ d]
∣∣∣∣ > γD, (5.1)
where r and s are received and prestored preamble samples with lenght ofNp, 1 ≤ D < Np
is a design parameter and γD represents the test threshold for a given D. In [71], Eq. (5.1)
is only used for packet detection, and another metric is computed for SOP is estimation.
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To reduce the computational complexity, we propose one normalized frame synchro-



















(∣∣∣∣r̄[k]∣∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣∣r̄[k + d]∣∣∣∣2), (5.4)
where, D controls a trade-off between complexity and performance. r̄n =
[
r̄[n], r̄[n +
1], ..., r̄[n + Np − 1]
]
are the received samples with length Np = Cp · N after match
filtering based on the pre-stored source preamble samples, s[k], k = 0, ..., Np − 1 and the
point-to-point multiplying operation as,
r̄[n, k] = r[n+ k]s∗[k], k = 0, ..., Np − 1, (5.5)
When MD(n) exceeds a threshold, a packet is declared. As the value of the threshold
for packet detection is hard to be predetermined for the scenario with likely interference,
we adopt the idea of CFAR[83].
Figure 5.6: Illustration of CFAR based packet detection criteria.
The threshold is calculated dynamically by estimating the level of the noise floor around
a test cell, corresponding to a particular sample index. As shown in Fig. 5.6, a sliding
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window with width of 2W, centered at n, is defined for each sample index. The threshold
T(n) is computed based on the local average power A(n),











where, d ≥ 1 is a constant that determines probability of miss and false alarm.
The peak is selected to indicate a coming packet with the corresponding SOP or the
integer timing offset estimated as
µ̂ = n, s.t. M(n) > T (n). (5.7)
Fig. 5.7 shows an example of the packet detection metric for three overlapping packets,
with starts of packet separated by the width of the preamble. The upper two plots are the
results of our metric in terms of preamble with different number of chips. With the dynamic
thresholding parameter d = 1.3, the upper case with preamble length of 240 chip duration
successfully detects the three peaks indicating the SOPs at sample index: 242, 482, 721,
while the middle case with preamble length of 112 chip duration detects 4 peaks at sample
index: 113, 225, 337, 547 with the first thee peaks indicating the SOPs. The height of each
peak relative to the noise and interference floor in our metric is a function of #chips in the
preamble, more chips yield lower error floor. The bottom case is the output of Hosseini’s
method with preamble length of 112 chip duration, and it detects 17 peaks with only one of
them indicates a real SOPs. As we can see, the conventional fixed preamble structure and
fixed thresholding scheme is not a good for the scenario with packet overlapping.
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Figure 5.7: Snapshot of frame synchronization metric for three overlapped packets under AWGN
channel at Eb/No = 10dB, when the gap between two packets is Cp .
5.3.2 Fine timing synchronization
The fundamental idea of fractional timing offset estimation is iterating possible offsets
based on a oversampled sequence. To estimate the fractional time offset, ε, we pre-store
a number of preamble sequences with non-zero offset at the receiver. These reference se-
quences are generated from the oversampled version of the preamble sequence, smaxn =
{smax[n], n = 0, ..., L1 ∗ Nmax − 1}, where smax[n] = s( nNmaxTs), and Nmax is the over-
sampling factor.
The reference sequences with non-zero fractional delay are established by shift the
oversampled sequence smaxn and down-sampling as








The fine timing estimation is done based on the match filtering with pre-stored reference
sequence as
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k = {Ek[i] = r[µ̂+ i]s̄∗k[i]}, i = 0, ..., Np − 1. (5.11)
Ideally, the match filtering result based on (Eq. (5.11)) at the right fractional offset ε,
Eε, is a constant sequence, however, because of the CFO, which cause phase continuous
phase rotation in time domain, Eε is a geometrical sequences in practical system. Taking
advantage of the property of geometric sequence: Eε[i]Eε[j] = E[Np/2−1]2 where i+j =
Np/2, we are able to determine the fractional delay by searching the maximum of the
summation of geometric mean.




) for un-bias estimation
purpose. Once the fractional timing offset is determined, it can be compensated by using
some fractional delay filter. The received preamble r̄′µ̂ = {r̄′[µ̂+ i], i = 0, ..., Np− 1} after
match filtering (Eq.(5.5)) and with fractional timing offset ε̂ compensated is then extracted
for carrier offset estimation in later subsections.
5.3.3 Carrier frequency offset (CFO) estimation
The CFO estimation starts with the received preamble sequence, r̄′µ̂, after match filtering
and with timing offset compensated. Ideally, r̄′µ̂ would be a constant sequence which has
a spike at DC in frequency domain if there is no CFO. Thus, we are able to do coarse
CFO estimation based on DFT operation by tracking the shift of the spike. For DFT, the
resolution of minimal CFO value, f0, which can be captured is limited by the number of
bins used for DFT and the total bandwidth of the received signal. To achieve a continuous
estimation range, we decompose the CFO estimation into two parts: ν = αf0 +βf0, where
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α is an integer that represents the integer offset in terms of f0, and −1 < β < 1 represents
the fractional offset. The resolution of coarse CFO estimation, f0 = FsNp , depends on the
receiver sampling frequency Fs which is limited by the bandwidth of the signal , and the
DFT length Np which is determined by the preamble length.
Coarse CFO estimation, α̂. The integer CFO is estimated as
α̂ =







l̂ = arg max
l
(|R(l)|),
R(l) = DFT (r̄′µ̂), l = 0, ...Np − 1
where, r̄′µ̂ = {r̄′[µ̂ + i], i = 0, ..., Np − 1} is the received filtered preamble samples with
fractional delay compensated.
Fine CFO estimation, β̂. The remaining fractional CFO can be derived from the angle











The total CFO estimation result is,
ν̂ = (α̂ + β̂)f0. (5.14)
By dividing the CFO estimation into two steps, we achieve the full CFO estimation










5.3.4 Carrier phase estimation
Carrier phase estimation is the last step in the whole synchronization process, which is
needed to initialize the MSK demodulation. The preamble we used is a PN sequence, which
is widely used for as training sequence for channel state information (CSI) estimation. To
meet the timing and frequency synchronization requirement, the preamble as a training
sequence is long enough for phase offset estimation. Therefore, we simply adopt the least-



















where r′′[n] and r̄′′[n] are the received signal before and after match filtering with both
timing and CFO compensated.
5.4 Interference Cancellation Error Modeling
In this section, we evaluate the practical residual error of IC at GWs as shown in Fig.5.1 in
a flat fading environment, both theoretically and experimentally. We investigate the mean,
variance, and distribution of the residual error-to-signal ratio (ESR) for the two-packets
overlapping scenario based on average over the interfered part of the packet. In contrast to
the conventional model, we found the ESR is a function of the signal to interference and
noise ratio (SINR) on the preamble and the overlapping degree. The theoretical statistics of
the residual error assume ML estimation of synchronization offsets. The theoretical resid-
ual error trends are verified through experiments using software-defined radios. Unlike
the conventional residual error model, the instantaneous residual error of IC increases with
time, with a magnitude determined by synchronization errors, varies for different overlap-
ping scenarios, and primarily depends on the SINR of the stronger packet preamble.
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5.4.1 Instantaneous residual error
When considering MSK, a binary continuous phase modulation (CPM), the complex base-






where Ec is the energy per transmitted symbol with duration Tc. φ(t;α) is the phase of the





where αi is a sequence {α0, α1, . . . , αL−1} of bits such that αi ∈ {±1}. L is the total
number of source bits for one packet, so that L = L1 +L2. The variable d is the modulation
index of CPM, and d = 1
2
for MSK. The waveform q(t) is the phase response of MSK.
We assume the flat fading channel is modeled as h = γejθ, where γ is the magnitude
and θ is the phase. The complex baseband representation of the received signal is
y(t) = ej(2πfdt)hx(t− τ) + z(t), (5.18)
where fd is the frequency offset, τ is the timing offset, and z(t) is complex baseband
AWGN with zero mean and power spectral density N0. In practice, y(t) is sampled N





) = ej(2πωi)hx[i] + z[i], (5.19)
where ω = fdTc/N is the normalized frequency offset with respect to the sampling fre-
quency. x[i] = x( iTc
N
− τ) and z[i] are the sampled versions of x(t − τ) and z(t), respec-
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tively.
In practical IC, the subtraction of the decoded packet is not perfect due to the imperfect
synchronization and channel estimation. An interference-insensitive timing synchroniza-
tion approach is available [84], therefore we assume the timing synchronization is perfect.
Let ω, ω̂ be the real and estimated normalized carrier frequency offsets (CFOs), respec-
tively, between the TX and GW. Let ĥ = γ̂ejθ̂ be the estimated channel. The residual
IC error at sample index i for the successfully decoded packet y[i] after subtracting the
reconstructed signal ŷ[i] becomes:






Let βi = 2πωi+ θ, β̂i = 2πω̂i+ θ̂, and ∆βi = βi − β̂i. Then the magnitude squared of








γ2 + γ̂2 − 2γγ̂cos(∆βi)
)
. (5.21)
Define the errors in the channel and CFO estimates to be eγ = γ − γ̂, eθ = θ − θ̂, eω =




γ2 + γ̂2 − 2γγ̂cos(2πeωi+ eθ)
}
, (5.22)
where σ2s is the average transmitted signal power. According to Eq.(5.22), the instantaneous
residual error is not constant over the packet, and but a function of time determined by
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the residual errors of channel gain, frequency and phase estimations. For larger sample
index i, the residual error tends to be larger due to the larger accumulated phase offset
∆βi = 2πeωi+ eθ.
Exact Error Model, g. Based on the system model, the SINR for the weak packet after IC





where Pw, PI , and σsN are the average receive power of the weak packet, the residual error
of the cancelled strong packet, and noise, respectively, each averaged over the weak packet
interval. We may write PI = gPs, where Ps is the average received power of the strong
packet, we define g ∈ (0, 1) as the residual error factor (REF). In the conventional model
widely assumed in the literature [48],[85], g is simply modeled as a constant. However,
we will demenstrate that the pratical REF is a random variable (RV) conditioned on many
factors, such as overlapping degree O, SINR of the strong packet preamble, etc.
5.4.2 Practical residual error model
We define an intermediate variable, the residual-error-to-signal-ratio (ESR), which is the
average power of residual error over the overlapping interval, normalized by the average re-


















where Iss is the starting sampling index of the overlapped portion of the stronger packet, I
s
e
is the ending sampling index of the portion, Np is the number of packet samples, Nov =
Ise − Iss is the number of overlapping samples, and O = NovNp is the overlapping degree. It
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follows that
g = O ∗ ESR. (5.25)





























are ratios of received signal power estimates based on esti-
mated channel gain to the real received signal power. With enough energy on the preamble,
we claim that ξ = ξ̂ = 1.
By applying the Lemma:
∑n








into Eq.(5.26), the ESR then becomes:
ESR = 1 + ξ − 2ξ̂ ∗K(eω, eθ, O, Iss , Ise ), (5.27)
where








∗ cos(πeω(Ise + Iss ) + πeω + eθ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
C2
(5.28)
We consider two types of overlapping scenarios as illustrated in Fig.5.8: the strong
leading (SL) case and the weak leading (WL) case. For the SL case, Ise = Np is fixed, and
Iss = I
s




Strong leading (SL) case Weak leading (WL) case
Figure 5.8: Illustration of overlapping scenarios
Therefore, the sub-term C2 in Eq. (5.28) can be derived accordingly for SL and WL
cases, and the intermediate key term K with expression of Eq.(5.28) can be re-written for














πeωNpO + 3πeω + eθ
)
. (5.32)
Approximate Error Model. In the literature, there are many data-aided synchronization
schemes proposed based on unbiased ML estimation algorithms. The Cramer-Rao Bound
of the residual error is often studied to evaluate the performance in terms of the length of
training sequence and SNR condition. We adopted the closed form of the variance for the









∼ N(0, σ2θ), σ2θ ' 12π2L1SINRp
(5.33)
where L1 is the number of bits on the preamble for synchronization, N is the sampling
factor(number of samples per symbol), and SINRp is the SINR on the preamble of the
strong packet.
As the number of packet samples, Np is very large, while the normalized frequency
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synchronization error, eω is very small, the last two terms within cosine function in both
Eq.(5.31) and Eq.(5.32) are negligible, and C1 can be approximated by the sinc(x) =
sin(πx)
πx
function. Therefore the parameter K for the two overlapping cases then becomes,
KSL = sinc(OX) cos(−OX + 2X)︸ ︷︷ ︸
CSL2
, (5.34)
KWL = sinc(OX) cos(OX)︸ ︷︷ ︸
CWL2
, (5.35)
where, X = Npeω.




















Thus, the intermediate term K used in practical residual error models can be approxi-
mated as




2 +O4 − 4O3
12
X4 (5.38)







Define Y = X2 and assume the channel gain estimates are perfect and that ξ = ξ̂ = 1.
The g is then simplified as
gSL = ASL1 Y
2 + ASL2 Y (5.40)
gWL = AWL1 Y

























It is straightforward to show that, Y = X2 ∼ Gamma(α, β) with α as the shape



















where L is the total number of information bits of the packet, and L1 = εL is the number
of information bits of the preamble, and SINRp is the SINR of the strong packet on the
preamble.
According to the expression of ESR in Eq.(5.40), and (5.41), ESR is a function of RV,
Y , with Gamma distribution. We then define the other new RV, Z = A1Y 2 + A2Y ; it has





































Therefore, the pdf of g for the two overlapping cases are fgSL = fz(z;ASL1 , A
SL





2 ) with corresponding parameters substitutions of A1, A2 in Eq.(5.46).
First moment statistics, Mean, µZ . Given the mean, E[Y ] = αβ and variance, V ar[Y ] =
α
β2
of gamma distribution Y , the first moment of the derived RV Z can be computed as
µZ = E[Z;A1, A2]
= A1E[Y
2] + A2E[Y ]
= A1(V ar[Y ] + E[Y ]














The statistics of g, can be derived by substituting the synchronization error model in
Eq.(5.33) and the parameters of A1, A2 into Eq.(5.47). For the mean of g for SL case is
µSLg (SINR
p, O) =
1.125O5 − 4.5O4 + 4.5O3
ε6L2(SINRp)2
+
2O3 − 6O2 + 6O
ε3LSINRp
, (5.48)
where ε = L1
L
is the normalized preamble length.









Second moment statistics,Variance, σ2Z . By applying the rule of expectation of Gamma
distribution to the nth power, E[Y n] = Γ(α+n)
Γ(α)βn
, the second moment of the derived RV Z
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can be computed as
σ2Z = V ar[Z;A1, A2]
= E[Z2]− E[Z]2
= E[(A1Y















− µ2Z . (5.50)












Therefore, by substitution the corresponding parameters into Eq.(5.51), the variance of












As we can see in Eqs.(5.47) and (5.50), the first and second moments of the proposed
residual error models are determined by parameters A1(O), A2(O) and β(SINRp), which
are functions of overlapping degree, O, and the SINR of the strong packet preamble.
5.4.3 Simulation study on the statistics
In this section, the proposed metric REF g with/without (w/wo) approximation are sim-
ulated for the two overlapping cases versus SINR of the strong packet, where SINR =
Ps
Pw+σ2n
, and overlapping degree O under different SNR = Ps
σ2n
with preamble ratio, ε =
0.25.
We evaluate the performance under three SNR values:10dB,15dB, and 20dB. The sam-
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ple mean and variance of g, without approximation represented by Eqs.(5.25) and (5.26),
are simulated and compared to the approximated mean as in Eqs.(5.48) and (5.49) and
variance as in Eq. (5.52) using 100,000 Monte Carlo trails.



















(a) Mean: SL case



















(b) Mean: WL case
Figure 5.9: g versus overlapping degree, O with fixed SINR = 7dB.
Statistics of g with respect to O
For the simulation results in Figs.5.9, all solid curves are results for the mean and variance
based on the theoretical analysis in Section 5.4.2 without approximation, while all symbols
represent corresponding statistics simulation based on the analysis in Section 5.4.2. As
we can see, the mean and variance of proposed practical residual error model matches the
approximated analysis very well, only few disagreements at the low overlapping degree O
for low SNR because of the approximation of the phase error and the Taylor expansion
error.
According to the simulation results in Fig.5.9, the practical g for SL case increases with
the growth of the overlapping degree, O but with decreased slope, meanwhile affected by
SNR of the strong packet. This is because, there is no interference on preamble for the SL
case when O > ε = 0.25. In other words, the SINR on the preamble equals the SNR of the
packet, that is, SINRp = SNR. As g = ESR ∗ O, the slope indicates the ESR, which
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determined by the averaged residual error power over the interference interval. For SL, as
the highest instantaneous residual error is always captured first, the slope decreases with
the overlapping degree, O.
On the other hand, the statistics of the WL case with interference on the preamble
increases with the growth of the overlapping degree O but with a increased slope, and stays
constant at different SNR. This happens because the SINR of the strong packet preamble
matters for the WL case. And the lowest instantaneous residual error is always captured
first, which makes the slope or the ESR decrease over O. Because of space limitation, we
did not show the variance. The variances curves have the similar shape as the corresponding
mean curves.



















(a) Mean: SL case





















(b) Mean: WL case
Figure 5.10: g versus SINR with fixed overlapping degree, O = 0.5.
Statistics of g with respect to SINR
In Fig.5.10, with fixed overlapping degree, O, the statistics of the SL case are constant with
respect to SINR but decrease with growth of SNR, as we expected. This is because of the
synchronization performance improves with the increase of the preamble SINR, which is
just SNR when there is no interference. On the other hand, the statistics of g for WL case
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decrease with the growth of SINR, but are same at different SNR, as expected.
The distribution of PREF, g
In this subsection, we simulate the distribution of the practical residual error factor g. The
sample distribution based on the synchronization error model represented by Eq.(5.33) is
























Figure 5.11: Simulation on the distribution of of g(SINRp, O) at SNR = 20dB, SINR = 7dB,
overlapping degreeO = 0.5.
According to the simulation results in Fig.5.11, the distribution of practical residual
error matches our theoretical analysis.
5.4.4 Experiment design and measurements
In this subsection, we design and conduct a large number of experiments to measure the
defined metric ESR, based on the successful decoding sets with BER of zero. We employ
three software defined radios (SDRs), as shown in Fig.5.12, to conduct the experiment.
Two of them are the transmitters, and the other one is a GW. They are connected through














(b) The photo of experiment setup
Figure 5.12: Illustration of experiment setup. (* antenna was disabled for the experiments; red
circle: attenuator; blue circle: power splitter.)
A) Experiment Design. According to the theoretical analysis in Eq.(5.22), we know the
practical residual error is determined by synchronization performance, channel estimation
performance, as well as signal and noise powers. Therefore, we design the experiment in
terms of a set, as illustrated in Fig.5.13, to evaluate the residual error in terms of SNR,
SINR, and random overlapping scenario. As shown in Fig.5.13(a), the two TXs are sched-
uled to transmit packets continuously at different repetition rates once activated at time t0,1
and t0,2, respectively. By controlling the delay between the start times t∆ = |t0,1− t0,2|, we




transmits at lower power, and TX2 with repetition rate R2 = 15 transmits at higher
power, the designed received signal at GW is illustrated as Fig.5.13(b), which has a repeti-
tion pattern as well. Each set contains both overlapping cases SL and WL, for a particular
overlapping degree, O. We also have one interference-free reference of the strong packet







Weak Pkt   @Tx1 Strong Pkt@Tx2 Noise only
(a) Packet transmission schedule










       WL
Overlapping weak pkt
reference
weak pkt strong pkt noise only
(b) Designed received signal at GW
Figure 5.13: Illustration of experiment design
In the experiment, we do not have access to instananeous residual error es[i]. Instead,





where ŷw is a weak packet with residual error after subtracting of strong packet, yw is
an interference-free weak packet, ŷs is the overlapping part of an interference-free strong
packet, and σ̂2n is the estimated noise power.
For the experiment, we use a payload length of 48 information bits and a basic preamble
length of 16 information bits. The other system parameters for the experiments are listed
in the table below.
We transmit large numbers of sets at different transmitter power levels, overlapping
degrees, and spreading factors. We calculate the average residual error factor ESR based
only on the successfully decoded sets with BER of zero. Each average is based on 200 sets.
Fig.5.14(a) shows the experimentally received signals, which match the set definition
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Table 5.3: System Parameters for Residual Error Measurements of IC
Carrier frequency 430MHz
Sampling rate Fs = 200KHz
Samples per chip N = 32
Spreading factor C = 15
Modulation MSK
Preamble ratio ε = 0.25
Packet length L = 64
in Fig.5.13(b). The corresponding packet detection metric is shown in Fig.5.14(b) with
the peaks indicating the starts of packets (SOPs). The peaks for the strong packets are
higher than for the weak packets. The red double-ended arrows in Fig.5.14(b) indicate
the difference between the peak of the metric and the “noise” level near the peak; this
difference is proportional to the SINR of the preamble. Thus Fig.5.14(b) reflects that the
preamble for the second weak packet, which is an interference-free reference, has a higher
SINR than the preamble of the first weak packet, which has interference.
According to the measurements after IC processing in Figs.5.14(c) and 5.14(d), we
find the instantaneous residual error is not constant over the packet but tends to initially
worsen over time in Fig.5.14(c) as we expected based on Eq.(5.22). The error is small
at the beginning because the channel estimate based on the preamble compensates for the
initial phase offset. As we can see in Fig.5.14(d), we only see clear peaks indicating the
SOPs of weak packets, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the cancellation and ability
of the preamble correlation inherent in SOP estimation to suppress the interference from
the residual error. Meanwhile, the weak packets are decoded without error after IC.
We conduct experiments to demonstrate the effects of SNR and SINR by controlling
the TX powers of the overlapping packets. The scatter plots for each setting have similar
results as shown in Fig.5.16.
B) Experiment results: SNR effects. We first, we fix the TX power difference, P∆ =
P s − Pw = 7dBm to control the SINR, and measure the corresponding averaged ESR
over 200 sets under different TX power levels, to evaluate the residual error performance
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(a) Amplitude of received signal before IC (b) Amplitude of SOP metric before IC
(c) Amplitude of received signal after IC (d) Amplitude of SOP metric after IC
Figure 5.14: The received signal at GW for IC processing.
in terms of SNR.
High TX power: we first conduct the experiments at high power levels with P s = 0dBm
and Pw = −7dBm. The corresponding residual error measurements are red curves shown
in Fig.5.17 with measured SNR and SINR of the strong packet to be 18.96dB, 6.50dB,
respectively. We observe that when the overlapping degree grows, the corresponding av-
eraged ESR decreases for the SL case (red curve with star symbols), while it increases for
the WL case (red curve with circle symbols). Intuitively, this happens because the instanta-
neous error is increasing but the ESR is averaged only over the overlapping period. Thus,
in the SL case, for small O, only the highest instantaneous error is captured in the average.
On the other hand, in the WL case, for small O, only the lowest instantaneous errors are
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Overlapping degree, O













Scatter plot of SL Case
(a) SL case
Overlapping degree, O













Scatter plot of WL Case
(b) WL case
Figure 5.15: Scatter plot of measured ESR with SNR = 18.96dB, SINR = 6.50dB.
Overlapping degree, O













Scatter plot of SL Case
(a) SL case
Overlapping degree, O













Scatter plot of WL Case
(b) WL case
Figure 5.16: Scatter plot of measured ESR with SNR = 18.96dB, SINR = 6.50dB.
captured in the average. As O grows for the SL (WL) case, smaller (larger) values of the
instantaneous error are averaged in, causing the downward (upward) trends in the graph.
We also observe that SL ESR goes up dramatically when O = 0.8. This happens because
the preamble accounts for a quarter of the total packet. So when O > 0.75, the preamble
of the strong packet for the SL case is also interfered so that synchronization and channel
estimation performance are sacrificed.
Low TX power: to demonstrate the effect of the SNR, we conduct experiments at the
lower TX power levels of P s = −7dBm and Pw = −14dBm. The corresponding residual
error measurements are blue curves shown in Fig.5.17 with measured SNR and SINR of
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the strong packet to be 11.98dB, 5.65dB, respectively. We observe that when the SNR
of the strong packet reduces, the corresponding ESR increases by comparing with the the
blue curve with star symbols and red curve with star symbols for the SL case, while it
does not change much for WL case by comparing blue and red curves with circle symbols.
This happens because the synchronization and channel estimation performances are mainly
affected by the SNR for the SL case as there is no interference on the preamble, and the
ESR grows as the synchronization performance gets worse with lower SNR. However for
the WL case, the synchronization and channel estimation performances are mainly affected
by the SINR.
Figure 5.17: Measured average ESR.
C) Experiment results: SINR effects. In this subsection, we evaluate the effect of SINR
by reducing the TX power difference from 7dBm to 4dBm. The TX powers are P s =
0dBm and Pw = −4dBm. The corresponding residual error measurements are green
curves shown in Fig.5.17 with measured SNR and SINR of the strong packet to be 18.89dB,
3.62dB, respectively. By comparing the green curves and red curves, we observe that the
ESR is similar to the SL case with star symbols, while it is worse for the WL case with
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circle symbols. This happens because when the SNR does not change much, the synchro-
nization and channel estimation performances are similar for SL without interference on
the preamble, but sacrificed for the WL case with interference on the preamble as SINR
decreases.
5.5 Summary
We propose an on-demand network MIMO scheme to support TO-sensors for LPWA sens-
ing applications. It’s an approach that combines the “capture and SIC” (C&S) and“network
MIMO” (NMIMO) through the coordination among gateways.
In addition, we establish a complete data-aided (DA) synchronization algorithm for
minimum-shift keying (MSK) transmission. To guarantee the efficiency of packet detec-
tion even under a packet overlapping scenario, our frame synchronization metric is based
on a pseudo-random (PN) sequence preamble and keeps a constant low false alarm by
dynamic thresholding based on real-time error floor level. Carrier frequency offset algo-
rithm is proposed by taking advantage of the reliability of discrete fourier transform (DFT).
Meanwhile, the preamble is also used as the training sequence for phase offset estimation
based on a least-square (LS) estimator to reduce the transmit energy. We simulate the
packet detection rate, false alarm rate and along with the root mean square (RMS) error of
all synchronization parameters for the scenarios with and without packet overlapping.
Lastly, we evaluate the practical residual error for continuous phase modulation through
analysis and experiments on SDRs. The instantaneous residual error is demonstrated to
have a sinusoidal pattern over time caused by the synchronization error. The relationship
between the practical residual error and the SNR, SINR of the strong packet being can-
celled have been verified through both theoretical analysis and experiments in reality. It is
demonstrated that, the practical residual error factor, g grows with respect to the overlap-
ping degree, O but with an increased slope when there is interference on preamble, such as
WL case, while it grows with the growth ofO but with a decreased slope when the preamble
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is clean, such as SL case. The slope modeled as the residual-error-to-signal-ratio (ESR),
is shown through theory and experiments to have an oppsite dependence on O, and has
corresponding dependence on SNR and SINR of the cancelled packet, respectively. Thus
the conventional residual error model, which assumes the residual error is independent of
the level and location of the interference, is proved to be unrealistic in pratice.
The corresponding contributions are: 1) an on-demand network MIMO scheme to
achieve dynamic packet decoding from transmit-only sensors; 2) a data-aided (DA) syn-
chronization algorithm for minimum-shift keying (MSK) transmission which is interfer-
ence insensitive; 3) a method of the practical residual error of interference cancellation
(IC) for MSK packets, considering realistic synchronization. The model is verified through
the measurement on the SDR testbed.
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CHAPTER 6
HYBRID METHOD OF SELECTIVE NONLINEAR PRECODING AND
INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT
6.1 Overview
Interference alignment (IA) is a well known technique to boost the system capacity over
MIMO interfering broadcast channels (IBCs) by effectively aligning interferences into spa-
tial dimensions, which are almost orthognal to the dimension occupied by the desired sig-
nals. However, the conventional IA algorithms with iterations suffer from large conver-
gence time.
THP performs better than IA but requires stronger coordination on the TX side in terms
of waveform generation and strict synchronization among local oscillators. Therefore, we
explore the idea of performing THP only on selected links within a collection of links
already using IA. The coordinated waveform generation can be achieved through cloud
computing at a central unit, which is a promising technique for cloud radio access network
(C-RAN).
In this work, we propose a hybrid nonlinear precoding and interference alignment
scheme, aiming to improve the PHY layer performance among multiple MIMO IBCs. The
novelties include: 1) We modify the conventional MMSE IA algorithm by minimizing
the interference among selected paths but ignore the interference among the other paths,
leading to faster convergence; 2) We apply the THP on top of selected IA beams with the
purpose of handling the residual interference of imperfect IA; 3) we repeat the modified
IA with random initializations in order to maximize the sum capacity and reduce the BER




We are interested in the effective joint interference cancellation for the downlink transmis-
sion from multiple co-channel access points (APs) to the user equipments (UEs) in a dense
multi-user MIMO network as illustrated in Fig.6.1. The APs and UEs are equipped with
MAP ,MUE antennas, respectively.
Figure 6.1: System model of multi-user MIMO network.
To support the simultaneous transmission of K MIMO links, the popular MMSE IA
algorithm [50] can be considered. The MMSE IA is formulated as an optimization problem










E{|sk − ŝk|2} s.t. |f IAk |2 = 1, (6.1)
where, sk and ŝk are the transmitting and receiving source signals of the kth link, while f IAk
and gIAk are the corresponding precoders and decoders (i.e., transmit and receive beam-
formers) to be optimized.
With the transmitting signal power normalized to be one, E{|sk|2} = 1, the mean
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squared error (MSE) for the kth link can be written as:












i |2︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference
+|gIAk |2σ2n.
where, Hji represents the MIMO channel between UEj and APi with Rayleigh flat fading;
σ2n is the averaged power of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
Given the global channel state information (CSI) and random initialization of the pre-





























where i is the iteration index; λk ≤ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier to control |f IA,ik |2 = 1.
The convergence condition over the precoders is measured by the threshold variable, T ,
as:
|f IA,ik − f
IA,i−1
k | ≤ T, k = 1, ..., K. (6.5)
In the literature, it is reported in [52] that IA optimization is a non-convex and NP-hard
problem. Thus, most current research efforts have been focused on finding a high quality
suboptimal solution with the cost of high computational complexity. Therefore, in the next
section, we propose a novel method of selective application of nonlinear preocoding of
THP on top of IA beams for more efficient interference cancellation.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the system model for the hybrid method among 3 2× 2 MIMO IBCs.
6.2 Proposed Hybrid Method
The goal of our hybrid method is to improve the overall physical layer performance in terms
of the BER and computational complexity by selectively applying NLP on top of IA beams.
We arbitrarily select the first O user pairs for THP processing; by definition these pairs are
contained in the THP circle, and the corresponding UEs are defined as hybrid users. As
illustrated in Fig.6.2, we first select O = 2 AP-UE pairs out from the total K = 3 pairs
for THP processing. On the other hand, the O + 1, ..., K user pairs outside the THP circle
will be IA-only user pairs. In addition, we will neglect the inter-UE interference within the
THP circle, while the other interference will be aligned.
The proposed hybrid method has physical layer block diagrams shown in Fig.6.3, with
O = 2, K = 3. The parts inside the dashed squares are related to the THP processing. As
we can see, the NLP of THP is applied only on selected user pairs, and only require co-
operation on transmitter side but yield independent processing on the UE side. The entire
algorithm is realized in two steps: 1) generate IA beams; 2) perform nonlinear precod-
ing layered on selected IA beams. The details of each step are shown in the following
subsections.
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(a) TX PHY structure
(b) RX PHY structure
Figure 6.3: Block diagrams of hybrid nonlinear precoding and IA method over 3 AP-UE pairs.
6.2.1 Step 1: Modified IA
According to the TX and RX structures as shown in Fig.6.3, the MSE of hybrid users within
the THP circle, k = 1, ..., O, can be written as:
εk = E{|sk − ŝk|2} (6.6)
= |(gIAk )HHkkf IAk − 1|2 +
O∑
i=1,i 6=k
|(gIAk )HHkif IAi |2︸ ︷︷ ︸




|(gIAk )HHkif IAi |2︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference from outside THP circle
+|gIAk |2σ2n,
which consists of two kinds of interference. On the other hand, the MSE for the IA only
users outside the THP circle, where k = O+ 1, ..., K, are same as the conventional MMSE
IA expressed by Eq.(6.2).
The task during this step is determining the precoders and decoders to generate the IA
beams with low cost. To achieve this, we focus on canceling the interference only to and
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from nodes outside the THP circle by setting the CSI over the neglected paths to be empty
during the IA processing. In other words, we ignore the interference that is received within
the THP circle that also originated from within the THP circle, or the first sum in Eq.(6.6).












i |2︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference outside from THP circle
+|gIAk |2σ2n, for k = 1, ..., O
ε̄k = εk, for k = O + 1, ..., K
,
(6.7)
Instead of minimizing the sum MSE conventionally as Eq.(6.1), we optimize the pre-







ε̄k s.t. |f IAk |2 ≤ 1, k = 1, ..., K. (6.8)
By solving gIAk =
∂εk|fIAi
∂gIAk
= 0, and f IAk =
∂εk|gIAi
∂fIAk
= 0, the precoders f IAk ,and decoder,







































Meanwhile, the precoders and decoders for the IA-only user pairs, k = O + 1, ..., K,
are same as conventional MMSE IA with closed forms as Eqs.(6.3) and (6.4). Since we
don’t care about some of the paths of interference, effectively having fewer constraints (the
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constraints are only hard for zero forcing, which MMSE becomes if Gaussian noise goes
to zero), we expect lower MSE for users outside the THP circle.
Since we don’t care about some of the paths of interference, effectively having fewer
constraints (the constraints are only hard for zero forcing, which MMSE becomes if the
Gaussian noise goes to zero), we expect lower MSE for users outside the THP circle.











We then can model the link between TXs and RXs using the combined effective channelH,
which is a compound K by K matrix that relates si to ŝi as shown in Fig.6.2. The equivalent








For the purpose of easy expression, we divide the combined channelH, into three parts
as illustrated in Fig.6.4. TheH1 represents the effective channel within the THP circle.
Figure 6.4: Illustration of the effective channel decomposition.
With perfect, zero forcing IA,Hwould be a diagonal matrix with 1s on the diagonal and
0s on the off-diagnals, indicating zero inter-UE interference. However the iterative-type IA
algorithm is imperfect and the MSE cost function allows some interference. As shown
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in Fig.6.5(a), the average H over 1000 channel trials, with averaged number of iterations
of 46.8, has residual interference indicated by the non-zeros on the off-diagonals. On the
other hand, the proposed modified IA under the same convergent threshold achieves the
effective channel as shown in Fig6.5(b) with only averaged number of iterations of 8.9,
while reducing the interference among all non-neglected paths dramatically as indicated
by the 0s on the last column and the last row. We also observe the amplified interference
within the THP circle in the sub-channel,H1, which we plan to handle in next step through
nonlinear precoding.
(a) Conventional IA (b) Modified IA
Figure 6.5: Averaged magnitude of channel gain of the effective compound channel H, averaged
over 1000 channel realizations at Eb/No = 30dB with convergent threshold of T = 10−4.
6.2.2 Step 2: Nonlinear precoding of THP
Given the effective channel, H, we are able to apply the THP on top of IA beams with the
equivalent system model as shown in Fig.6.2.
As shown in Fig.6.3, we apply the nonlinear precoding of THP on top of selected first
O = 2 IA beams. The joint processing is only required at the TX side, while all the
receivers are operating independently. The intermediate matrices for THP processing in
Fig.6.3(a) are computed based on the sub-channelH1 as [20]:
LQ-factorization: H1 = LFH , (6.13)
B = GL,with bij =
lij
lii
; s.t,G = diag{l−111 , ..., l−1OO}, (6.14)
where L is a lower triangular matrix with lij as the element of ith row and jth colum, and
F is a unitary matrix.
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We consider M-QAM modulation with the constellation denoted asA = {aI+jaQ|aI , aQ ∈
{±1,∓3, . . . ,±(
√
















where L = 2
√
M .
Because of the nonlinear processing of modulo, the averaged signal power, E{|ā|2}, is
increased compared with E{|a|2}.
To control the averaged signal power of the IA beams, which is critical for the effective-










































































(b) Average iteration numbers
Figure 6.6: Simulation of conventional MMSE IA over three 2 × 2 MIMO links under flat fading
channel.
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6.3 Simulation Study on BER Performance
6.3.1 IA Only
In this subsection, we present the simulations of the conventional MMSE IA case for three
2×2 MIMO links where the 6×6 MIMO matrix comprises iid complex Gaussian elements
according to Rayleigh fading. The results are used as a primary reference for the proposed
hybrid method. The BER performances under different convergence thresholds over 10,000
channel realizations are shown in Fig. 6.6. We observe that all users (indexed by k) have
the same BER performance, which is improved with the lower convergence threshold, T ,
but with increased iterations. In addition, there is an error floor because of the residual
interference from imperfect IA.














Figure 6.7: Simulation of multi-user THP over 3 SISO streams.
6.3.2 THP only
Most existing works present averaged BER over all streams. However, we desire to see
how performance differs among links in order of THP processing. Therefore, we evaluate
the pure THP performance per stream for reference in this subsection. The simulation is
conducted over 3 source streams for the 3 × 3 MIMO matrix composed of i.i.d elements,
same as Section 6.3.1, over 10,000 trials. According to the results in Fig. 6.7, we observe
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the different diversity gains among streams. As we can tell, the earlier encoded streams
with smaller k enjoy the lower BERs and higher diversity gains indicated by the steeper
slopes of the BER curves. This happens because the LQ factorization during THP pro-
cessing decomposes the kth row of the K ×K channel metric into k orthogonal subspaces
and the SNR of the received signal is determined only by its energy in just one subspace.
Therefore, the signal with larger k will generally result in larger BER because its energy is
distributed among more subspaces. In addition, the performance averaged over the streams
is limited by the last stream (K = 3), as expected.
6.3.3 Hybrid method
The results for the hybrid method at different convergence thresholds where O = 2, K = 3
are shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9.


















































Figure 6.8: Simulation of hybrid method at threshold T = 10−2.
According to the results in Fig.6.8, we observe that the hybrid scheme with modified IA
has a lower BER compared with the conventional MMSE IA, especially for links k = 1 and
k = 3. The error floor of the IA-only user, k = 3, is lower because of the additional degrees
of freedom in the modified IA algorithm. Meanwhile, the interference among hybrid users,
k = 1, 2, are pre-subtracted perfectly through NLP as evidenced by the lack of error floor.
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Figure 6.9: Simulation of hybrid method at threshold T = 10−4.
We also observe that because of the diversity gain difference of THP, the k = 2 or last
THP link BER diverges from the MMSE IA only because of the MMSE IA error floor at
high SNR. In addition, the iteration number, which converges at high Eb/No is reduced
significantly for the hybrid method.
According to the results in Fig.6.9, we observe that lowering the threshold T improves
the BER, especially for the IA only user k = 3, but with the cost of more iterations. The
worst performance for the hybrid method is still limited by the last hybrid user, k = 2.
6.4 Capacity Optimization
It is known in the literature that THP utilizes the entire capacity of the underlying MIMO
channel [16]. The capacity of a MIMO channel, H, when the average transmitter power is
constrained to be ρ is given by [90] as C = log2det(I + ρσ2n HH




HHH) at high SNR. Exploiting this approximation, we propose to repeat the
low-cost modified MMSE IA N times with random initializations and choose the optimal
precoders and decoders with the maximal determinant factor, d, which is defined as:
d = det|H1(H1)H |. (6.17)
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The capacity for the hybrid method based on the received SNR for both IA-only users and
hybrid users is derived in Appendix B, where the determinant factor, d, is shown to be the
key factor for the capacity regarding the hybrid users.
Given the inputs of the global CSI, initialization of the global maximal determinant,
dopt = 0, and the repetition counter n = 1, the entire IA process is summarized as follows.
Modified MMSE IA
1) Randomly initialize the precoders, f IA,0k , k = 1, ..., K with normalized power of 1,
such that |f IA,0k |2 = 1;
2) Optimize the decoders, {gIA,ik }with fixed precoders according to Eqs.(6.9) and (6.3);
3) Optimize the precoders, {f IA,ik } with fixed decoders according to Eqs.(6.10) and
(6.4);
4) Repeat from 2) until |{f IA,ik } − {f
IA,i−1
k }|2 < T , for k = 1, ..., K, to get the local
optimal precoders and decoders.
5) Compute the corresponding determinant factor for the nth repeation, dn based on the
effective channel. If dn > dopt, update the optimal determinant factor, dopt = dn, and the
global optimal precoders and decoders.
6) Increase the counter, n = n+ 1. If n = N , exit; otherwise go to Step 1).
6.4.1 Simulation of variable repetitions, N
The BER results for the proposed hybrid method at different IA repetitions, N , with fixed
convergence threshold are shown in Fig. 6.10. We observe that there is significant improve-
ment on the worst link, k = 2, when we increase the repetitions of the modified IA, while
the performance of the other two are guaranteed with small change. In addition, the im-
provements in performance for k = 2 decrease with the growth of N , which will converge
eventually. The biggest single-step improvement happens at N = 2.
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(a) k = 1























(b) k = 2























(c) k = 2
Figure 6.10: Simulation on the BER of the hybrid method over variable IA repeatitions, N at
convergent threshold T = 10−2.
The corresponding iterations results are shown in Fig.6.11. The number of iterations
increases linearly with respect to N . For N = 2 with the biggest BER gain in Fig. 6.10,
the number required iterations of about 6 is still very attractive compared with conventional
MMSE IA.
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Figure 6.11: Simulation on the iteration numbers of the hybrid method over variable IA repeati-
tions, N at convergent threshold T = 10−2.
6.5 Scalability
In this section, we evaluate the scalability of the proposed hybrid method for a larger net-
work size. We repeat the simulation for five 3 ∗ 3 MIMO links, and select the first three
links, k = 1, 2, 3, as hybrid users, while the other two, k = 4, k = 5, as IA only users. The
simulation results averaged over 10,000 i.i.d channel realizations are shown in Fig. (6.12).



























































(*Blue: MMSE IA; Red: hybrid method, N=1; Green: hybrid method, N=2)
Figure 6.12: Simulation results for five 3 ∗ 3 MIMO links at convergence threshold T = 10−2.
According to the simulation results shown in Fig6.12(a), the BER performance for all
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links are improved dramatically for the hybrid method compared with conventional IA.
We see similar trends for hybrid method as for the smaller network size. For the hybrid
users, k ≤ 3, there are diversity gain differences; when we repeat the modified IA twice
N = 2, the performance for the 2nd and 3rd users are improved significantly. For the IA-
only users, the BER performances are the same, but error floors occur because of the high
convergence threshold. However the error floor for the hybrid method is reduced by half
compared with conventional IA. On the other hand, according to the result in Fig.6.12(b),
the average number of iterations for conventional IA converges to 18.34 at high Eb/No,
while it converges to 9.85 for hybrid method at N = 1, and 19.7 for N = 2. There is a
tradeoff for the hybrid method between capacity and computational complexity.
6.6 Experimental Study
6.6.1 Linear and nonlinear precoding (LP & NLP)
As shown in Fig.6.13, we implement the LP and NLP for a single MIMO link. The MIMO
terminal with 2 antennas is shown in Fig. 6.14. Because of the hardware limitation, we
only focus on the realization of a 2*2 MIMO link. For the sake of easy and quick CSI
feedback, we let our TX & RX radios connect to a central server through the internet. The
central server runs a TCP/IP socket program to collect and forward real-time CSI between
the RX and TX.
(a) Nodes setup (b) Timeline of transmission cycle
Figure 6.13: System model for the implementation of LP and NLP on SDR.
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Figure 6.14: SDR of MIMO terminal (2 TX/RX antenna).
Fig.6.13(b) illustrates the timeline of a transmission cycle for every precoded packet.
The complete transmission cycle consists of two periods: sounding period and data period.
First, the TX sends a sounding packet with orthogonal TSs over the air. Then, once the
RX detects the packet, the RX does least square estimation of the channel and feeds the
estimates back to the TX through the server. With the CSI available at TX side, then the
TX is able to start the data period by computing the precoder and sending the precoded
data over the air.
Packet structure
(a) Sounding packet (b) Data packet
Figure 6.15: Packet structure for OFDM based LP/NLP.
The sounding packets and data packets are designed specifically as shown in Fig.6.15.
We consider the wideband system with OFDM transmission. The two kinds of packets
start with the same preamble, which consists of two OFDM symbols as proposed in refer-
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ence [60]; the preamble is used for packet synchronization. Then, there is a physical layer
header after the preamble. The header is one OFDM symbol long and it carries 5 bytes of
information, containing information such as the MIMO scheme adopted, number of train-
ing sequences (TS). It is differentially encoded so that it can be decoded non-coherently
without known CSI. After the header, there are some training sequences (TSs), which are
PN sequences used for channel estimation. Each TS is one OFDM-length with pilot tones
on all the subcarriers. For the sounding packet, the TSs are in orthogonal time slots across
antenna streams. For the data packet, the TSs are overlapped to deal with practical syn-
chronization error. Lastly, arbitrary number of OFDM symbols of payload can be added.
We use BPSK modulation; there are 4 bytes of CRC bits at the end of the payload, which
is used to check whether the packet is decoded successfully or not.
The system parameters used for the experiments on LP/NLP are shown in Table 6.1.





OFDM symbol duration 136us
Packet duration 1ms
TX/RX structures.
The block diagrams of TX/RX for NLP and LP implemented on SDRs are illustrated in
Figs. 6.16 and 6.17, respectively. We consider ZF with precoder, P = HH(HHH)−1. To
make sure that the TX signal does not saturate the power amplifier, we normalize the signal
by the Frobenious norm, so the final precoder of ZF as shown in Fig.6.17(a) is F = P|P|2F .
Effects of phase error. In practice, we perform synchronization at the RX, as there is
residual CFO error on each packet. The CFO error difference between sounding packet
and data packet will cause a phase error on the effective channel between the sounding




Figure 6.16: Block diagram of the implementaion of NLP on SDRs
















= ejθl22(a2 + k2
√
M),
where ai is the modulated symbol for the source stream i, ki is an integer because of the
modulo operation, and M is the modulation index. lii is the diagonal element of the matrix
L in the LQ factorization for THP.
Therefore, we estimate the phase error as conventional CSI estimation given the infor-
mation about lii and ki:
ejθ̂1 = y1/(l11 ∗ (a1 + k12
√
M) (6.20)






Figure 6.17: Block diagram of the implementaion of ZF LP on SDRs
To achieve selective diversity, we use the estimated result from the optimal link with
































Figure 6.18: Mean CSI for one path out from the 2*2 H at CF of 900MHz in the lab (1 sounding
pkt/s)
Experimental results: CSI collection. As shown in Fig.6.18(a), we observe that the
magnitude is constant over the time/frequency domain, which indicates a long and large
coherence time/bandwidth. For the indoor environment, the coherence bandwidth is quite
large and the channel is static for over 60s when there are no people moving around. How-
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ever, we observe that the phase rotates continuously over the subcarriers and has random
initial values across packets in the time domain. This happens because of the fractional
time offset and the CFO estimation differences across packets.













































Figure 6.19: Measured CSI for one link at fixed time for h11 out from H from 2nd sounding packet








































Figure 6.20: Measured CSI for one link at fixed time for h21 out from H from 2nd sounding packet
According to Figs. 6.19 and 6.20, we observe that the slope for continuous phase
rotation over frequency domain is same over the element of the channel matrix, H, between
a TX and RX node. The phase rotation over the frequency domain is caused by fractional
time offset, which is determined by the local oscillator differences. Therefore, the channel
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Figure 6.21: Averaged PER over 100 packets (transmission gap of 1s)
Experimental results: PER measurements. We conduct experiment in our lab where
transmitter and receiver blocked by the cubicle wall with non-line-of-sight link. For the LP
in Fig.6.21(a), we change TX power with fixed TX/RX locations, and compute the PER
averaged over∼ 100 packets in∼ 100s. As shown in Fig.6.21(a), we observe that the PER
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of LP decreases with the growth of TX power. Because the received SNR is proportional
to 1|P |2F , and are same over data streams.
For the NLP, the PER is measured as a average over ∼ 100 packets in ∼ 100s. We
conduct experiments over variable TX power in the range from −10dBmto − 2dBm and
variable locations. We found the PER is not directly determined by the TX power, therefore
we display the results in 3D plot as shown in Fig.6.21(b). We observe, the PER of NLP
decreases with the growth of
∑
|lii|2, and the ratio of min and max of |lii|2. This happens
because the SNR of the received signal of NLP is proportional to |lii|2, and has different
diversity over the spatial source streams, and the PER is limited by the worst source stream.
6.7 Summary
A hybrid method of selective application of NLP on top of IA beams over multi-user,
multi-access point MIMO networks has been proposed for the purpose of more efficient in-
terference cancellation. We first determine the IA precoders and decoders by ignoring the
selected interference paths, which results in fast convergence and better interference can-
cellation among the other paths. Then, we apply NLP on top of the beams with interference
to pre-subtract the ignored interference. It is shown through simulations that the proposed
method achieves better BER performance with fewer IA iterations compared with the con-
ventional MMSE IA scheme. In addition, the BER performance can be improved further
by repeating the modified IA with random initializations to maximize the system capacity.
In addition, the BER peformance can be improved further by repeating the modifed IA with
random initialization to maximize the system capacity.
The corresponding contributions are: 1) a hybrid method combing nonlinear precoding
(NLP) and interference alignment (IA), which selectively applies NLP on top of IA beams
to achieve lower computation complexity and better BER performance compared with the
IA-only scheme. 2) demonstrate the NLP in a realistic indoor environment.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORKS
Distributed arrays (DAs) are a collection of distinct radios or devices that collaborate in
the physical layer or waveform domain in terms of synchronization and modulation. The
distributed spatial gains can be used to enhance reliability and date rate, similarly as classic
arrays. The advantages of DAs over classic arrays are network flexibility and lower per
device hardware cost. However, the cost is network overhead to organize and provide
various levels of synchronization.
In this dissertation, we focus on developing distributed array approaches for a variety
of wireless networks. To be specific, we target OFDM-based wideband transmission in ad-
hoc networks and wireless LAN, and MSK-based narrowband transmission for low power
wide area (LPWA) applications in sensor networks.
One major contribution of this dissertation is developing novel synchronization algo-
rithms for DAs. The first one is an OFDM-based method, that enables, to the best of our
knowledge, for the first time, synchronization with diversity gain for the time-division co-
operative transmission (TDCT). Therefore, it supports range extension without requiring
more energy on the preamble. In addition, a novel data-aided synchronization algorithm is
proposed for MSK-based narrowband transmission. That algirithm is interference insensi-
tive so it can support transmit-only sensors for LPWA applications.
The dissertation also addresses decoding schemes for DAs. First, an on-demand net-
work MIMO scheme is proposed to achieve MIMO decoding in the cloud for only selected
packets for the uplink in a one-hop multi-gateway sensor networks. Second, a hybrid
method combining nonlinear precoding (NLP) and interference alignment (IA) is estab-
lished to boost the system capacity over MIMO interfering broadcast channels (IBCs). By
selectively applying NLP on top of IA beams, the hybrid method achieves lower computa-
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tion complexity and better BER performance compared with the IA-only scheme.
Moreover, we perform an analysis of the practical residual error of interference can-
cellation (IC) for MSK packets, considering realistic synchronization. The distribution,
the mean, and the variance of the IC residual error factor are derived. These statistics are
shown to depend strongly on the packet overlap degree and the signal to interference and
noise ratio (SINR) of the preamble of the packet being canceled, which contrasts with the
popular constant model of residual error factor. The proposed practical residual error model
is verified through the measurement on the software-defined radio (SDR) testbed.
Lastly, another contribution is the testbed. As TDCT and AF relaying are not supported
by any existing standard or off-the-shelf radios, most existing works focus on theoretical
capacity analysis. In this dissertation, we design the packet and nodes structure of TDCT
and AF relaying. We demonstrate the packet error rate (PER) performance for TDCT, MU-
MIMO with AF, and nonlinear precoding in a realistic indoor environment with a commer-
cial software radio platform, using OFDM. In addition, a central server based on socket
programing is built to collect the channel state information (CSI) from SDRs wirelessly.
The following is a list of possible directions for future research.
1. The statistical IC interference model can be used for network analysis of ALOHA and
transmit only packet networks. With a specified network setup, such as a transmission
pattern and path loss model, the statistics of the proposed residual error model can be
used to evaluate the system level performance. In addition, the proposed residual error
model can also be explored to guide the system design, such as, packet structure ( e.g.
duration and placement of preamble), in order to maximize the network throughput.
2. In this dissertation, we focus on the interference cancellation over MIMO IBCs within
a cluster. One possible future work is to use THP to deal the inter-cluster interference
cancellation for the edges users between IA clusters.
3. With the SDR testbed implemented in our lab, the global channel state information
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(CSI) over multiuser MIMO interfering broadcast channel (IBC) can be measured and
collected in a central server through the telemetry network. One possible future direction
is to collect large amount of global CSI in different wireless environments, and evaluate
the performance gain loss of any TX side beamforming scheme in terms of CSI aging.
Moreover, as the size of global CSI grows with respect to the network size, effective
CSI compression or interpretation schemes can be considered in the future to reduce the






For our implementation, a wireless node consists of USRP2 [91], and GNU Radio [92]
running on a personal computer (PC). The USRP2 has ADC/DAC and FPGA to digitize
the analog waveform and create the baseband sampled data stream, which is sent to the
PC through a gigabit ethernet cable. The PC does all the baseband signal processing
based on the flowgraph we designed. All the blocks in the flowgraph are implemented
in C++ and integrated with Python scripts.
Single-antenna SDR: Each single-antenna SDR adopted in this thesis is built by con-
necting the USRP2 with a PC through the Ethernet cable.
1) USRP2 works as the RF front-end of a SDR. It sends the digitalized samples
to the PC through Gigabit Ethernet interface. USRP2 comes with only motherboard
of FPGA. And we assemble it with the daughter board of WBX for up-conversion-
conversion, analog to digital conversion (ADC), and digital to analog conversion (ADC).
WBX supports carrier frequencies of 50MHz to 2.2GHz, variable analog bandwidth
(200kHz-40MHz), and TX Power up to 20dBM;
2) PC with Linux OS (Ubuntu) has the software toolkit (GNU Radio) installed, which
serves as the integrated development environment (IDE) for baseband signal processing
using C++/Python.
MIMO transceiver: We connect multiple USRP2s to a single PC in order to build
a MIMO terminal. In additions to the equipments listed for single-antenna SDR, the
following hardwares are also needed.
1) MIMO Cable can be used to build a SDR of two antennas/USRPs. It provide
the sharing of the ethernet connection to the single PC. Meanwhile, it syncs the local
oscillator of one USRP2 board to the other.
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2) Reference Clock Distributor (RCD) is designed and implemented by one former
member of our lab to deal with the local oscillator discrepancies among different de-
vices. It provides sync signals of 10MHz for frequency reference and 1PPS for timing
reference, so that it could support a MIMO transceiver with up to 4 antennas.
3) Gigabit Ethernet Switch is used to connect multiple USRPs within the same sub-
network.
Telemetry system: We established a WiFi-based telemetry system that enables one
person to configure experiments and visualize the real-time performance of the SDR
network from virtually anywhere that has an Internet connection. The telemetry system
is built based on socket programing using Matlab and Python.
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APPENDIX B
CAPACITY DERIVATION OF HYBRID METHOD OF IA AND NLP
The total network sum capacity can be divided into two parts as expressed in Eq. (B.1):
hybrid users, Chybrid, which refer the selected users with both THP and modified IA
processing; and the IA only users, C IA only, which only perform the modified IA scheme.








where, Ck is the capacity of kth user.
We then analyze the capacity for hybrid users and IA only users separately in the
following subsections.
Hybrid Users. In this subsection, we derive the capacity for those links (k = 1, ..., O)
that adopt both THP and IA schemes.
According to the transmitter and receiver structures as illustrated in Fig.6.3, the
source signal at kth AP within THP circle after MOD block becomes:




The final input signals for IA processing are:
â = Fā, (B.3)
x̄ = sâ = sFā, (B.4)
Given the combined effective channel H, the received IA beams within the THP
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circle are:
ȳ = H1x̄ +H2x̄ + n̄ (B.5)
= sH1Fā +H2x̄ + n̄
= sLFHFā +H2x̄ + n̄







hkix̄i + n̄k (B.6)











interference outside THP circle
+n̄k,
where n̄k = (gIAk )
Hnk with averaged power of σ2n̄ = E|gIAk |2σ2n, as σ2n is the average
power of the AWGN, nk .
Because of the pre-subtraction indicated by Eq (B.2), the received kth hybrid IA
beam can be further derived as:
ȳk = slkk([ak −
k−1∑
i=1






hkix̄i + n̄k. (B.7)





















By multiplying gk = 1slkk , we then get
ŷk = gkȳk = [ak]MODL + gk(
K∑
i=O+1
hkiai + n̄k). (B.9)
As we can see, the received hybrid IA beam consists of only the ideal souce and












i=O+1 |hki|2 + 1/γ)
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is the equivalent TX side SNR.


































SinceH1(H1)H = LFHFLH = LLH, and L is lower triangular matrix, we see that∏O
k=1 l
2
kk is just the determinant, |H1(H1)H | = |LLH|.
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Therefore, the capacity among the link within THP circle is bounded by the deter-
minant related to the combined sub-channelH1 as:
Chybrid = Olog2(s
2Rγ) + log2(|H1(H1)H |). (B.17)
According to Eq.(B.17), the capacity of hybrid users is limited by the transmitter
side SNR and the determinant reference related to the combined channel after IA. There-
fore, maximizing the determinant reference, |H1(H1)H |, during the IA processing helps
maximizing the capacity within the THP circle.
IA only Users. In this subsection we evaluate the capacity for those users only adopt
the modified IA algorithm.
For k = O + 1, ..., K, the intput signal for IA only beam at the AP outside the THP
circle is simply the modulated symbol x̄k = ak as shown in Fig.6.3. The received IA
only beam is
ȳk = hkkx̄k +
K∑
i=1,i 6=k
hkix̄i + n̄k, k = O + 1, ..., K. (B.18)
where, n̄k = gIAk n is the equivalent noise with averaged power of σ
2
n̄.
Therefore, the SINR becomes:
SINRIAk =
|hkk|2σ2a∑K
i=1,i 6=k |hki|2σ2a + σ2n̄
(B.19)




























= (K −O)log2(γ̄) (B.24)
where, γ̄ = E{|hkk|
2}σ2a
σ2n̄
is the equivalent received SNR.
According to the Eq. (B.24), the capacity of IA only users is limited by the receiver
side SNR with perfect interference alignment. The proposed method by ignoring the in-
terference among insignificant paths improves the interference cancellation performance
among the significant paths, thus helps reaching the maximal capacity.
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